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1. Introduction
In this article we consider the 3-local structure of two almost simple extensions of the simple
orthogonal group PΩ+8 (2). For a prime p, we say that a subgroup H of a group G is a p-local sub-
group if H = NG(P ) where P is some non-trivial p-subgroup of G . We say that G is of parabolic
characteristic p if for any p-local subgroup H which contains a Sylow p-subgroup of G , we have that
CH (O p(H))  O p(H). The two groups we consider have shapes PΩ+8 (2).3 and PΩ
+
8 (2).Sym(3) and
are both examples of groups of parabolic characteristic three whereas the simple group PΩ+8 (2) is
not. In some sense this means that from a local perspective both PΩ+8 (2).3 and PΩ
+
8 (2).Sym(3) re-
semble simple groups of Lie type deﬁned over a ﬁeld of characteristic three and such groups appear
as part of the ongoing project to understand the groups of parabolic characteristic p (see [8]). An-
other such group is 2E6(2) which Parker and Stroth have recently characterized [10] using the main
theorem of this article. This exceptional group of Lie type over GF(2) has a 3-centralizer of shape
3 × PΩ+8 (2).3. In order to 3-locally recognize 2E6(2) and its almost simple extensions, one needs to
be able to 3-locally recognize both PΩ+8 (2).3 and PΩ
+
8 (2).Sym(3). The hypothesis we consider is the
following.
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S. Astill / Journal of Algebra 328 (2011) 330–354 331Hypothesis 1.1. Let G be a ﬁnite group and let Z be the centre of a Sylow 3-subgroup of G with Q :=
O 3(CG(Z)). Suppose that
(i) Q ∼= 31+4+ ;
(ii) CG(Q ) Q ; and
(iii) Z = Zx  Q for some x ∈ G.
Furthermore assume that CG(Z)/Q ∼= SL2(3) or CG(Z)/Q ∼= SL2(3) × 2 and the action of O 2(CG(Z)/Q ) ∼=
SL2(3) on Q /Z has exactly one non-central chief factor.
The main theorem of this article is as follows.
Theorem 1.2. If G satisﬁes Hypothesis 1.1 then G ∼= PΩ+8 (2).3 or G ∼= PΩ+8 (2).Sym(3).
Observe that the hypothesis gives two potential structures of CG(Z) and therefore we must con-
sider each possibility at each stage of our analysis. Our overall strategy is to recognize that a group G
satisfying the hypothesis has an index three or an index six subgroup and also to determined enough
of the 2-local structure to recognize that such a subgroup is isomorphic to PΩ+8 (2) by its action on
the associated building (see Section 3). Therefore we must convert the 3-local information provided
by the hypothesis into 2-local information. Since CG(Z)/Q is such a small group we must build ad-
ditional structure in G and use this to piece together 2-local subgroups of G . In Section 4 we identify
ﬁve conjugacy classes of subgroups of order three and label sets of elements in these classes by 3A,
3B, 3C , 3D and 3Z . By understanding the fusion of elements of order three we are able to recog-
nize, when CG(Z)/Q ∼= SL2(3), that G has an index three subgroup using a transfer theorem. We are
also able to apply a theorem due to Prince to recognize that elements in 3A have centralizer iso-
morphic to either 3 × PΩ−6 (2) or 3 × SO−6 (2). In Section 5 we use the subgroups we have identiﬁed
in Section 4 to carefully piece together parts of the centralizer of an involution. We count elements
and use arguments involving strong closure to determine the full centralizer structure. Once we have
determined an involution centralizer we are able to see that G has an index two subgroup when
CG(Z)/Q ∼= SL2(3) × 2 again using a transfer theorem. We then refer to the description of PΩ+8 (2)
given in Section 3 and use that the automorphism group of PΩ+8 (2) has shape PΩ
+
8 (2).Sym(3) to
identify the possible isomorphism types of G .
All groups in this article are ﬁnite. We note that Sym(n) and Alt(n) denote the symmetric and
alternating groups of degree n and Dih(n) and Qn denote the dihedral group and quaternion groups
of order n. Notation for classical groups follows [1]. All other groups and notation for group exten-
sions follows the Atlas [3] conventions. In particular we mention that the shape of a group is some
description of its normal structure and we use the symbol ∼ (for example if G ∼= Sym(4), we may
choose to write G ∼ 22.Sym(3)). Furthermore, if A and B are groups with |A/A′| = |B/B ′| = 2, then
the group A uprise B is the index two subgroup of A × B containing A′ × B ′ but distinct from A × B ′ and
A′ × B . If H is a group acting on a set containing x then xH is the orbit of x under H . If 1 = h ∈ H
is in the centre of a Sylow p-subgroup then we say that h is p-central in H . If a group A acts on
a group B and a ∈ A and b ∈ B then [b,a] = b−1ba . Further group theory notation and terminology is
standard as in [1] and [7] except that Z(H) denotes the centre of a group H .
2. Preliminary results
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a group, p be a prime and S ∈ Sylp(G). Suppose J (S) is abelian and suppose a,b ∈ J (S)
are conjugate in G. Then a and b are conjugate in NG( J (S)).
Proof. This follows immediately from [1, 37.6]. 
The following is an easy application of coprime action and the Three Subgroup Lemma.
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phism of Q of order coprime to p with [Z(Q ),α] = 1. Then either
(i) Q = [Q ,α] and CQ (α) = Z(Q ); or
(ii) CQ (α) and [Q ,α] are both extraspecial with Q = CQ (α)[Q ,α] and CQ (α) ∩ [Q ,α] = Z(Q ).
Lemma 2.3. Let G be a group of order 342 with S ∈ Syl3(G) and T ∈ Syl2(G) and J  G elemen-
tary abelian of order 27. Suppose that Z := Z(S) has order three and Z  CS (T ) = S. Then G ∼=
CSym(9)((1,2,3)(4,5,6)(7,8,9)).
Proof. We have that T commutes with Z and normalizes J and so by Maschke’s Theorem, there
exists a subgroup K  J such that K is a T -invariant complement to Z in J . Set L := K T then
K  L and [G : L] = 9. Suppose that N  L with N normal in G . If 3 | |N| then N ∩ Z(S) = 1 which
is a contradiction since Z  K . So N is a 2-group which implies N = 1 otherwise G has a central
involution. Since G has an index nine subgroup with trivial core, there is an injective homomorphism
from G into Sym(9). Moreover there is a map from G into the centralizer in Sym(9) of the centre of
a Sylow 3-subgroup. Since |CSym(9)((1,2,3)(4,5,6)(7,8,9))| = |G|, we have an isomorphism. 
Theorem 2.4 (Prince). (See [12].) Let G be a group and suppose x ∈ G has order 3 such that CG(x) ∼=
CSym(9)((1,2,3)(4,5,6)(7,8,9)) and there exists J  CG(x) which is elementary abelian of order 27 and
normalizes no non-trivial 3′-subgroup of G. Then either J  G or G ∼= Sym(9).
Theorem 2.5 (Prince). Let G be a group and suppose a ∈ G has order 3 such that
(i) CG (a) has shape 3
1+2+ .SL2(3); and
(ii) there exists J  CG(a)which is elementary abelian of order 27 and normalizes no non-trivial 3′-subgroup
of G.
If a is not conjugate to its inverse in G then either G has a normal subgroup of index 3 or G ∼= PSp4(3) ∼=
PΩ−6 (2). If a is conjugate to its inverse in G then either G = NG(〈a〉) or G ∼= Aut(PSp4(3)) ∼= SO−6 (2) or
G ∼= Sp6(2) ∼= SO7(2).
Proof. Theorems 1 and 2 from [11] give the result under the assumption that CG(a) is isomorphic to
the centralizer in PSp4(3) of a 3-central element of order three. Lemma 6 in [9] says that CG(a) has
this isomorphism type provided it has shape 31+2+ .SL2(3) and O 2(CG(a)) = 1. However the condition
O 2(CG(a)) = 1 is guaranteed by part (ii) of the hypothesis. 
We will apply Theorem 2.5 twice in the proof of the main theorem and so we need some infor-
mation concerning the structure of the groups involved. Many of the results can be observed in [3] or
can be calculated by hand.
Lemma 2.6. Let G be a group with J  G an elementary abelian subgroup of order 27 and S ∈ Syl2(G).
Assume that u ∈ S is an involution and R ∈ Syl3(CG(u)) has order nine.
(i) Suppose that G ∼= PSp4(3). We have that NG( J ) ∼ 33.Sym(4) and J (S) = CG( J (S)) is elementary
abelian of order 24 with NG( J (S))/ J(S) ∼= Alt(5).
(ii) Suppose that G ∼= PSp4(3). We have that 〈u〉 = Z(S) and CG(u) ∼ 21+4+ .(3× 3).2. Furthermore, if Q 1 ∼=
Q 2 ∼= Q 8 are distinct subgroups of CG(u) such that [Q i, R] = Q i for i ∈ {1,2}, then [Q 1, Q 2] = 1 and
Q 1Q 2 = O 2(CG (u)) ∼= 21+4+ .
(iii) Suppose that G ∼= Aut(PSp4(3)). Then NG( J ) ∼ 33.(Sym(4) × 2) and J (S) = CG ( J (S)) is elementary
abelian of order 24 with NG( J (S))/ J(S) ∼= Sym(5).
(iv) Suppose that G ∼= Aut(PSp4(3)) and u /∈ G ′ . Then CG(u) ∼= 2 × Sym(6). Also, G has no element of order
three which commutes with a subgroup isomorphic to Sym(6).
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for each i ∈ {1,2,3}, CG(Ai) has a subgroup isomorphic to 3× Sym(6).
Proof. (i), (iii) Note that if G ∼= PSp4(3) or G ∼= Aut(PSp4(3)), NG( J ) is a parabolic subgroup. We
can observe from, for example, [3] that NG( J ) ∼ 33.PGL2(3) ∼ 33.Sym(4) or NG( J ) ∼ 33.(PGL2(3) ×
2) ∼ 33.(Sym(4) × 2) respectively. Furthermore, NG( J (S)) is isomorphic to a parabolic subgroup of
PSU4(2) ∼= G (or Aut(PSU4(2))) and has shape 24.SL2(4) ∼ 24.Alt(5) (or 24.Alt(5).2 ∼ 24.Sym(5)).
(ii) There are two conjugacy classes of involutions in PSp4(3) ∼= PΩ−6 (2) and only one class com-
mutes with a subgroup of order nine. Thus u is 2-central in G and Z(S) = 1. We observe that
CG(u) ∼ (Sp2(3) ∗ Sp2(3)).2 ∼ 21+4+ .(3 × 3).2. Moreover, O 2(CG(u)) ∼= 21+4+ and Q 1 and Q 2 are both
normalized by R ∈ Syl3(CG (u)), it follows that 〈Q 1, Q 2〉  O 2(CG (u)). Moreover, Q 1 = Q 2 and 21+4+
has exactly two subgroups isomorphic to Q 8, therefore we have [Q 1, Q 2] = 1 and Q 1Q 2 ∼= 21+4+ .
(iv) These facts can be seen for example in [3].
(v) Let {e1, f1, e2, f2, e3, f3} be a symplectic basis where {ei, f i} is a hyperbolic pair. Then
NG(〈ei, f i〉) ∼= Sym(3) × PSp4(2) ∼= Sym(3) × Sym(6). In particular there exists an element of order
three x in G such that CG(x) has a subgroup isomorphic to 3× Sym(6). We may assume x ∈ J . Since
this element of order three is non-3-central, there are at least three conjugates of x in J . 
Lemma 2.7. Let G be a group with a normal 2-subgroup V which is elementary abelian of order 2n. Suppose t
and w are in G such that V t has order two and V w has order three and V t inverts V w. If |CV (w)| = 2a then
|CV (t)| 2(n+a)/2 .
Proof. Since V t inverts V w , we have that V w = V tw2t and so V w2 = V tw2tw = V tV tw . There-
fore CV (t) ∩ CV (tw)  CV (w2) = CV (w). We have that |V |  |CV (t)CV (tw)| = |CV (t)||CV (tw)|/
|CV (t) ∩ CV (tw)| and so 2n  |CV (t)|2/2a which implies |CV (t)| 2(n+a)/2. 
The proof of the main theorem relies on us being able to identify that a group G satisfying the
main hypothesis has proper normal p-quotients (p ∈ {2,3}). To do this we use the following transfer
theorem.
Theorem2.8 (Extremal transfer). (See [5, 15.15, p. 92].) Let G be a group and let p be a primewith P ∈ Sylp(G).
Suppose Q  P and [P : Q ] = p and x ∈ P \ Q . If xG ∩ P ⊂ Q ∪ Q x then either x /∈ O p(G) or there exists
g ∈ G such that xg ∈ Q and CP (xg) ∈ Sylp(CG(xg)).
In the following lemma we use the notation m(G) to be the order of the largest elementary abelian
2-subgroup of a group G . The result is due to Goldschmidt (see [4]) but is stated in the presented
form and proven also in [15].
Lemma 2.9. Let E be an elementary abelian 2-subgroup of a group G and let E  S ∈ Syl2(NG(E)). Assume
that for each x ∈ S \ E, m(E) > m(S/E) + m(CE (x)). Then E is strongly closed in S with respect to G. In
particular, S ∈ Syl2(G).
Recall that given a p-group S , we set Ω(S) = 〈x | xp = 1〉.
Theorem 2.10 (Goldschmidt). (See [7, p. 370].) Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of a group G and let A be an
abelian subgroup of S such that A is strongly closed in S with respect to G. Suppose that G = 〈AG〉 and
O 2′ (G) = 1. Then G = F ∗(G) and A = O 2(G)Ω(S).
Theorem 2.11 (Timmesfeld). (See [13].) Let G be a group and let S ∈ Syl2(G) with subgroups X1 , X2 , X3 ,
X4  G each containing S. Suppose that the following hold.
1. For i ∈ {1,2,3,4}, O 2′ (Xi) = Xi and Xi/O 2(Xi) ∼= SL2(2).
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3. For i ∈ {1,2,3}, O 2′ (〈Xi, X4〉/O 2(〈Xi, X4〉)) ∼= SL3(2).
Set G0 := 〈X1, X2, X3, X4〉 and G1 := 〈O 2(X1), O 2(X2), O 2(X3), O 2(X4)〉 then G1O 2(G0)/O 2(G0) is a
Chevalley group of type D4 deﬁned over GF(2).
The following theorem is due to Holt [6].
Theorem 2.12. Let G be a group and let G0 be a maximal subgroup of G. Suppose that G0 is simple with
more than one conjugacy class of involutions. Let T ∈ Syl2(G0) and suppose that t is an involution such that
〈t〉 = Z(T ), CG(t) G0 and tG ∩ G0 = tG0 . Then for some n ∈ N and  ∈ {0,1,2,3} we have G ∼= Alt(2n + )
or for some n ∈ N and δ ∈ {0,1} we have G ∼= Sym(2n + δ).
Proof. First observe that by a Frattini argument, since for T ∈ Syl2(G0) we have NG(T ) CG (t) G0,
G0 = NG(G0). We consider the action of G on the coset space Ω := {G0g | g ∈ G}. Since CG(t)  G0
and tG ∩ G0 = tG0 , t ﬁxes a unique coset of G0 in G . Let J be the set of 2-central involutions in G .
Now suppose that S  G0 is a 2-subgroup that ﬁxes at least three points in Ω . Then there exists
R ∈ Syl2(G0) such that S  R and there exists some r ∈ Z(R) such that r ∈ CG(S)∩ J . Set H := 〈 J 〉 G .
Since G0 is simple, G0  H and since G0 is maximal in G , either H = G0 or H = G . However, if H = G0
then G0  G which is a contradiction. Thus H = G and since G0 is maximal in G , G acts primitively on
Ω . Thus by [6], G = O 2′ (G)〈t〉, G ∼= Alt(Ω), Sym(Ω), PSL2(2n), PSU3(2n), Sz(22n−1) (n > 1). As G has
more than one conjugacy classes of elements of order two and G = O 2′ (G)〈t〉, we see that G ∼= Alt(Ω)
or Sym(Ω). The fact that G has Sylow 2-subgroup with centre of order two allows us to restrict |Ω|
and complete the proof. 
3. Recognizing PΩ+8 (2)
In [14], Tit’s deﬁned chamber systems as a new way to view buildings. A group of Lie type of rank
n  3 deﬁned over a ﬁnite ﬁeld acts on a chamber system which can be deﬁned using the parabolic
subgroups. Such groups can be identiﬁed via this action using results due to Timmesfeld, Niles, Stroth
and Meixner. In this section we apply a result of Timmesfeld’s to identify PΩ+8 (2).
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a group with S ∈ Syl2(G) and t an involution in Z(S)with H = CG(t) and E := O 2(H).
Assume that E ∼= 21+8+ , H ∼ 21+8+ : (Sym(3)×Sym(3)×Sym(3)). For i = 1,2,3 deﬁne Xi such that E  Xi 
CG (t), Xi/E ∼= 2× 2× Sym(3), X1 ∩ X2 ∩ X3 = S and CG (t) = X1X2X3 . Let 〈bi〉 = Bi ∈ Syl3(Xi) such that
[Bi, B j] = 1 for i, j ∈ {1,2,3}. Assume the following hold.
(i) CG(E) = 〈t〉 = Z(S).
(ii) |Z(S/〈t〉)| = 2 and CH/〈t〉(Z(S/〈t〉)) = S/〈t〉.
(iii) For x ∈ S \ E, |CE/〈t〉(x)| = 24 .
(iv) CE (bi) = 〈t〉 for i ∈ {1,2,3}.
(v) CG(bib j) ∼= 3× PΩ−6 (2), NG(〈bib j〉) ∼= 3uprise Aut(PΩ−6 (2)) and CE (bib j) ∼= 21+4+ .
Then G contains a subgroup G0 ∼= PΩ+8 (2).
We will construct certain subgroups of G and use Theorem 2.11 to show that the subgroups gener-
ate a group isomorphic to PΩ+8 (2). For {i, j} ⊂ {1,2,3} let Xij := Xi X j ∼ 21+8+ .(2× Sym(3) × Sym(3)).
Lemma 3.2. Let a ∈ B1B2 \ (B1 ∪ B2). There exists an elementary abelian characteristic subgroup 24 ∼= Va of
O 2(X12) ∩ CG(a). Furthermore, CG(a) ∩ NG(Va) ∼ 3× 24 : Alt(5) and NG(〈a〉) ∩ NG(Va) ∼ 24 : (Sym(3)uprise
Sym(5)).
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without loss of generality we may choose a := b1b2. Since |CE (a)| = 25 and X12/E ∼= 2 × Sym(3) ×
Sym(3), we see that |CO 2(X12)(a)| = 26. We have that CG(a) ∼= 3 × PΩ−6 (2) and NG(〈a〉) ∼= 3 uprise
Aut(PΩ−6 (2)). It follows that CO 2(X12)(a) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(a). Using Lemma 2.6(ii) we see
that CO 2(X12)(a) has centre of order two (necessarily equal to 〈t〉) and if we set Va := J (CO 2(X12)(a))
then t ∈ Va is elementary abelian of order 24. Furthermore, by Lemma 2.6 (i), (iii), CG (a) ∩ NG(Va) ∼
3× 24 : Alt(5) and NG(〈a〉) ∩ NG(Va) ∼ 24 : (Sym(3)uprise Sym(5)). 
Lemma 3.3. Given a and Va as in Lemma 3.2, we have that CG(Va) has a normal 3-complement which is
normalized by B1B2 and |Va ∩ E| = 23 with |CVa (B1)| = 4 and Va = (Va ∩ E)CVa (B1).
Proof. We have that NG(〈a〉) ∩ NG(Va) ∼ 24 : (Sym(3) uprise Sym(5)) and so it is clear that
NG(〈a〉) ∩ CG(Va) = 〈Va,a〉. Therefore by Burnside’s normal p-complement theorem, CG(Va) has
a normal 3-complement. Since B1B2 normalizes O 2(X12) and centralizes a ∈ B1B2, it normal-
izes Va . Also, we have that t ∈ CVa (B1) = 1. By hypothesis, we have that CE (B1) = 〈t〉 and since
X12/E ∼ 2 × Sym(3) × Sym(3), it is clear that |CO 2(X12)(B1)| = 4. It therefore follows from co-
prime action that |CVa (B1)| = 4. Furthermore, it is now clear that Va  E and so |Va ∩ E| = 23 and
Va = (Va ∩ E)CVa (B1). 
Lemma 3.4. Set a = b1b2 and b = b21b2 and deﬁne Va and Vb as in Lemma 3.2. Then V := VaVb  X12 is
elementary abelian of order 26 with V = O 2(CG(Va)) = O 2(CG (Vb)) and CG(V ) = V .
Proof. We have that 24 ∼= Va  O 2(X12)∩CG(a) and 24 ∼= Vb  O 2(X12)∩CG(b). Also, |CO 2(X12)(B1)| =|CVa (B1)| = |CVb (B1)| = 22. Therefore, CVa (B1) = Va ∩ Vb ∼= 22. In particular, this implies that Va =
(Va ∩ E)(Va ∩ Vb) and Vb = (Vb ∩ E)(Va ∩ Vb) which implies that [Va, Vb] 〈t〉. Therefore, Va and Vb
normalize each other.
We have that CG(Va) has a normal 3-complement and is a {2,3}-group (as it is a subgroup
of H = CG(t)). Let N := O 2(CG (Va)). Since N is normalized by B1B2, by coprime action, we have
that N = 〈CN (a),CN (b),CN (b1),CN (b2)〉. Notice that CH (b1) is 3-closed and so [CN (b1),a] is a 3-
subgroup contained in N and so is trivial. Similarly, [CN (b2),a] = 1. Therefore N = 〈CN (a),CN (b)〉 =
〈Va,CN (b)〉. Since CG (b) ∼= 3 × PΩ−6 (2), |CN (b)|  26. Moreover, CN (b) has centre of order at least
four, since 22 ∼= Va ∩ Vb  CN (b). By Lemma 2.6(ii), PΩ−6 (2) has Sylow 2-subgroups with centre of
order two and so |CN (b)|  25. Furthermore, a acts ﬁxed-point-freely on CN (b)/(Va ∩ Vb) and so
|CN (b)| 24.
Suppose [Va, Vb] = 1 then CVb (Va) = Va ∩ Vb . Notice that by coprime action, since a normalizes
Vb , we have Vb = CVb (a)×[Vb,a]. Clearly, CVb (a) = Va ∩ Vb however, [Vb,a] Vb ∩CG(Va) = Va ∩ Vb
which contradicts that Vb = CVb (a) × [Vb,a]. Thus [Va, Vb] = 1 and so Vb = CN (b). We set V :=
VaVb which is elementary abelian of order 26. Thus V = N = O 2(CG(Va)) and in the same way
V = O 2(CG (Vb)). Moreover, V = CG(V ).
Notice also that since |V E/E| = 2, by hypothesis we have that |CE/〈t〉(V E/E)| = 24. Thus
CE/〈t〉(V E/E) = [E/〈t〉, V E/E] = [E, V ]〈t〉/〈t〉. Hence (V ∩ E)/〈t〉 CE/〈t〉(V E/E) = [E, V ]〈t〉/〈t〉. It fol-
lows from the group order that (V ∩ E)/〈t〉 = [E, V ]〈t〉/〈t〉. Thus [E, V ] E∩V so E  NG(V ). Observe
that NX12(B1B2) normalizes V = VaVb and so X12 = EV NX12(B1B2) normalizes V . 
Lemma 3.5. Continue to set V = VaVb  X12 . We have that NG(V )/V has Sylow 3-subgroup B1B2V /V
with normalizer of order 3223 acting irreducibly on B1B2V /V .
Proof. Now B1B2  NG(V ) so as before set a = b1b2 and b = b21b2. It is easy to see that a is not con-
jugate to b1 and so NNG (V )/V (B1B2V /V ) acts on {Va, Va2, V b, V b2} and on {V b1, V b21, V b2, V b22}. It
follows from our construction of V = VaVb that CV (a) = Va ∼= 24 and V = O 2(CG (Va)). We have that
CG(a) ∩ NG(Va) ∼ 3× 24 : Alt(5) and so it follows that (NG(V ) ∩ CG(a))V /V ∼= 3× Alt(5). The analo-
gous results hold for b and it follows that CNG (V )/V (B1B2V /V ) = B1B2V /V ∈ Syl3(NG(V )/V ). Since
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involutions t1 and t2 say in X12 such that [B1, t1] = B1, [B1, t2] = 1, [B2, t2] = B2 and [B2, t1] = 1.
Therefore NNG (V )/V (B1B2V /V ) acts transitively on the set {Va, Va2, V b, V b2} with stabilizer of Va
having order 18. Thus NNG (V )/V (B1B2V /V ) has order 3
223 and acts irreducibly on B1B2. 
Lemma 3.6.We have that |V ∩ tG | 35. In particular E ∩ tG = {t}.
Proof. Set L = NG(V ) and L = L/V . Consider |L|. We have that L∩H = X12 has order 21232. Moreover
L has a subgroup isomorphic to 3× Alt(5) (namely CG(a) ∩ NG(Va)). Since V contains 63 involutions,
we have that |L|/|L ∩ H| is a multiple of 5 that is {2,3}′ and at most 63. Furthermore, L has a Sylow
3-normalizer 32 : Dih(8) and so |L|/3223 is equal to 1 modulo 3. Hence |L| = 26325 or 263257. If
|L| = 26325 then L has an index 5 subgroup L ∩ H . Therefore there is a homomorphism φ say from
L into Sym(5). Since NL(B1B2) acts irreducibly on B1B2, we have that B1B2  Ker(φ). However, L
has a subgroup isomorphic to 3 × Alt(5) which, since Alt(5) is simple, intersects Ker(φ) at a sub-
group of order at most 3. This contradiction proves that |L| = 263257. Hence |L|/|L ∩ H| = 35 and so,
|V ∩ tG | 35. Since |V ∩ E| = 32, we see that E ∩ tG = {t}. 
Lemma 3.7. There exists a subgroup X4 containing S such that X4/O 2(X4) ∼= SL2(2) and for i ∈ {1,2,3}
〈Xi, X4〉/O 2(〈Xi, X4〉) ∼= GL3(2).
Proof. By Lemma 3.6, we may ﬁnd g ∈ G such that t g ∈ E \ 〈t〉. We have that E ∩ Eg is elementary
abelian and so has order at most 25. Also, |CE (t g)| = 28. Therefore, EgCE (t g)/Eg is elementary abelian
and necessarily has order 23. Thus |E ∩ Eg | = 25 and in particular, t ∈ Eg . Hence ECEg (t) ∈ Syl2(H)
and so we may assume using Sylow’s Theorem that F := 〈t, t g〉 S = ECEg (t). So let T = EgCE (t g) ∈
Syl2(H
g) then 〈S, T 〉/(S ∩ T ) ∼= Sym(3). Set X4 := 〈S, T 〉 then S ∩ T = O 2(X4) and notice that X4 =
〈E, Eg〉 NG(F ). We see that F/〈t〉 Z(S/〈t〉) and by hypothesis |Z(S/〈t〉)| = 2 so we have equality.
Moreover, CH/〈t〉(Z(S/〈t〉)) = S/〈t〉 and so it follows that CH (F ) = CG(F ) is a 2-group.
Fix i ∈ {1,2,3} and consider Fi := 〈F Xi 〉  E . We have that F  S and so Fi = 〈F Bi 〉. Since Bi
acts ﬁxed-point-freely on E/〈t〉, it is clear that Fi has order 8 and is elementary abelian. Further-
more, F#i ⊂ tG . Suppose that Fi  Eg then there is some x ∈ Fi \ Eg and as x ∈ T , by hypothesis,
|CEg/〈t g 〉(x)| = |[Eg/〈t g〉, x]| = 24. However Fi is normal in S and so [CEg (t), x] Fi ∩ Eg = F . There-
fore |CCEg (t)(x)| 26 which is a contradiction. Hence Fi  Eg ∩ E and in particular Fi  〈E, Eg〉 = X4.
So consider Xi4 := 〈Xi, X4〉  NG(Fi). Notice that 2 × 2 ∼= E/CE (Fi) ∼= ECX4 (Fi)/CX4 (Fi) and that
Sym(3) ∼= X4/CX4 (F ) implies that X4/CX4 (Fi) has a section isomorphic to Sym(3). We can there-
fore conclude that |X4/CX4 (Fi)|  12 and since X4/CX4 (Fi) is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL3(2),
we have that it must be isomorphic to Sym(4). Now Xi = X4 (t is not central in X4 for exam-
ple) and so Xi4/CXi4 (Fi) is a subgroup of GL3(2) with a proper subgroup isomorphic to Sym(4).
Thus Xi4/CXi4 (Fi) ∼= GL3(2). Now CXi4 (Fi)  CG(Fi)  CG(F ) is a 2-group and so Xi4/O 2(Xi4) ∼=
GL3(2). 
Lemma 3.8. G contains a subgroup isomorphic to PΩ+8 (2).
Proof. We must satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 2.11. We deﬁne X4 as in Lemma 3.7 and recall
the deﬁnition of X1, X2 and X3. We have that S ∈ Syl2(G) and S  Xi with Xi/O 2(Xi) ∼= SL2(2) for
i ∈ {1,2,3,4} and O 2′ (Xi) = Xi . If {i, j} ⊂ {1,2,3} then 〈Xi, X j〉 = Xij ∼ 21+8.(2 × Sym(3) × Sym(3)).
Therefore, O 2
′
(〈Xi, X j〉/O 2(〈X1, Xi〉)) ∼= SL2(2) × SL2(2). Now let i ∈ {1,2,3}. Then using Lemma 3.7
we have that 〈Xi, X4〉/O 2(〈Xi, X4〉) ∼= GL3(2). Hence O 2′ (〈Xi, X4〉/O 2(〈Xi, X4〉)) ∼= SL3(2). Thus by
Theorem 2.11, if we set G0 := 〈X1, X2, X3, X4〉 and G1 := 〈O 2(X1), O 2(X2), O 2(X3), O 2(X4)〉 then
G1O 2(G0)/O 2(G0) = O 2(G0/O 2(G0)) is a Chevalley group of type D4 deﬁned over GF(2). Since
G has Sylow 2-subgroups of order 212 it follows from the order formula that O 2(G0) = 1 and
G0 = G1 ∼= PΩ+8 (2). 
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We now assume Hypothesis 1.1. We begin by understanding 3-fusion in G and so we pick z ∈ Z#
and deﬁne 3Z := zG ∪ (z−1)G . Now pick x ∈ G \ NG(Z) such that Zx  Q and let S ∈ Syl3(CG (Z)). Set
Y := Z Zx  Q . We begin by making some easy observations in particular noting that Z  Q x and so
our hypothesis is symmetric.
Lemma 4.1.
(i) |Z | = 3.
(ii) CCG (Z)(Q /Z) = Q .
(iii) Z  Q x.
(iv) Q ∩ Q x is elementary abelian.
Proof. (i) By hypothesis, Z is the centre of a Sylow 3-subgroup of G , therefore S ∈ Syl3(CG (Z)) ⊆
Syl3(G). We have that Q = O 3(CG (Z)) and CG(Q )  Q . Therefore [Q , Z ] = 1 implies that Z  Q .
Thus Z  Z(Q ) and |Z(Q )| = 3 since Q is extraspecial. Hence Z = Z(Q ) = Z(S) has order three.
(ii) Suppose that p is a prime and g ∈ CG(Z) is a p-element such that [Q /Z , g] = 1. If p = 3 then
by coprime action [Q , g] = 1 which is a contradiction as CG (Q )  Q . Therefore CCG (Z)/Z (Q /Z) is a
3-group and the preimage in CG(Z) is a normal 3-subgroup of CG(Z) and so must be contained in
O 3(CG(Z)) = Q . Therefore Q  CCG (Z)(Q /Z) Q .
(iii) Suppose Z  Q x . Notice that CQ (Y ) normalizes Q and Q x and therefore Q ∩ Q x  CQ (Y ).
This implies that Q ∩ Q x = Zx for if we had Q ∩ Q x > Zx then |CQ (Y )/(Q ∩ Q x)|  9 and so Z =
CQ (Y )′  Q ∩ Q x . Therefore Q xCQ (Y )/Q x ∼= CQ (Y )/Zx has order 33 which is a contradiction since
CG(Zx)/Q x has Sylow 3-subgroups of order three.
(iv) Since [Q , Q ] = Z = Zx = [Q x, Q x], we immediately see that [Q ∩ Q x, Q ∩ Q x] Z ∩ Zx = 1.
Therefore Q ∩ Q x is abelian and since Q has exponent three, Q ∩ Q x is elementary abelian. 
Set X := O 2(CG(Z)) then X/Q ∼= SL2(3) and our hypothesis allows for either CG(Z) = X or
CG(Z) > X . Choose an involution t such that Q t ∈ Z(X/Q ). In the case where CG(Z) > X we
choose w ∈ CG(Z) \ X of order two such that [w, t] = 1 and Q 〈t,w〉/Q = Z(CG(Z)/Q ). Finally set
N1 := [Q , t] and N2 := CQ (t).
Lemma 4.2.
(i) Q = N1N2 where [N1,N2] = 1 and for i ∈ {1,2}, 31+2+ ∼= Ni  NG(Z).
(ii) |CS (t)| = 34 .
(iii) If CG(Z) > X then, without loss of generality, we may assume that N1 = CQ (w), N2 = [Q ,w] and
Q = [Q , tw]. In particular we may assume that tw acts ﬁxed-point-freely on Q /Z .
Proof. (i) By hypothesis, the action of X/Q on Q /Z has one non-central chief factor. Since SL2(3)
has no irreducible four-dimensional module over GF(3), it follows that CQ /Z (t) = 1. Clearly, t acts
non-trivially on Q so by Lemma 2.2 we have that N1 ∼= N2 ∼= 31+2+ . Since Q t ∈ Z(CG(Z)/Q ), N1 and
N2 are NG(Z)/Q -invariant and so are normal subgroups of NG(Z).
(ii) We have that Q t commutes with S/Q so Z3 ∼= CS/Q (t) = CS (t)Q /Q ∼= CS (t)/CQ (t) and so
CS (t) has order 34.
(iii) We have that 〈t,w〉 ∼= 2 × 2 and so using coprime action and that CN1/Z (t) = 1, we have
N1/Z = 〈CN1/Z (w),CN1/Z (tw)〉. Since CN1/Z (w) and CN1/Z (tw) are preserved by X , we have (with-
out loss of generality) that 1 = [N1,w] and N1 = [N1, tw]. Similarly CN2/Z (w) and CN2/Z (tw)
are preserved by X and w does not centralize N2/Z else w centralizes Q . Therefore tw does
not centralize N2 either. It follows that N2 = [N2, tw] = [N2,w]. Therefore N1 = CQ (w) = [Q , t],
N2 = [Q ,w] = CQ (t) and Q = [Q , tw]. 
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Lemma 4.3.
(i) We have that |Q ∩ Q x| = 33 , |CG(Y )| = 35 and we may assume that CG(Y ) S.
(ii) For i ∈ {1,2}, Y  Ni . In particular, 3Z ∩ Ni = Z# .
(iii) If CG(Z) = X, then NG(Y )/CG (Y ) ∼= SL2(3). If CG (Z) > X, then NG(Y )/CG (Y ) ∼= GL2(3).
(iv) Y and CG(Y )/(Q ∩ Q x) are natural NG(Y )/CG (Y )-modules. In particular, Y # ⊆ 3Z .
(v) Y = Z(CG(Y )) and CG (Y ) has exponent three.
Proof. (i), (ii) Set L := 〈Q , Q x〉 and W := CQ (Y )CQ x (Y ) (notice that CQ (Y ) and CQ x(Y ) normalize
each other) so W is a 3-group and by changing our choice of S ∈ Syl3(X) if necessary, we may assume
that W  S . In fact W < S since Y is not central in S . Moreover Q normalizes W since [CQ x(Y ), Q ]
CG (Y ) ∩ Q = CQ (Y )W and similarly Q x normalizes W and so W  L. Now, Q is extraspecial and
so |CQ (Y )| = 34 and since Y = Z Zx  Q x , we similarly have |CQ x(Y )| = 34. By Lemma 4.1, Q ∩ Q x
is elementary abelian and so |Q ∩ Q x| 33. Therefore CQ (Y ) = CQ x(Y ) and |W | 35. We therefore
see that |W | = 35 and |Q ∩ Q x| = 33 and in particular, W = CS (Y ) and |W /(Q ∩ Q x)| = 32. Clearly
L normalizes Q ∩ Q x and therefore acts on W /(Q ∩ Q x). It follows from the non-trivial action of Q
and Q x on Y that L/CL(Y ) ∼= SL2(3) acts naturally on Y . Moreover, using that W = CQ (Y )CQ x (Y ), it
follows that L/CL(Y ) acts naturally on W /(Q ∩ Q x).
Suppose Y  N2 then [Y , t] = 1. Since |CS (t)| = 34, |CW (t)|  33. Notice that [Q ∩ Q x, t] = 1
otherwise 3 × 3 × 3 ∼= Q ∩ Q x = CQ (t) ∼= 31+2+ . Therefore, by coprime action, it follows that
1 = CW /(Q ∩Q x)(t). Since [Y , t] = 1, it follows that N1 = [Q , t]  CQ (Y ). Similarly, t ∈ CG(Zx) and
Y  CQ x(t) so in the same way we have that [Q x, t]  CQ x(Y ). Therefore, [L, t]  W and so L nor-
malizes CW /(Q ∩Q x)(t) = 1. Since W /(Q ∩ Q x) is a natural L/CL(Y )-module, [W /(Q ∩ Q x), t] = 1.
Therefore CS (t)  W . In particular, N2 = CQ (t)  W = CS (Y ) which is a contradiction since Y does
not commute with N2 ∼= 31+2+ . Therefore Y  N2.
So suppose that Y  N1 then t acts non-trivially on Y . Moreover N2  CQ (Y ) and so t does not
centralize Q /CQ (Y ) ∼= Q W /W = S/W . Therefore CS (t)W . We may assume that t inverts Zx and
so normalizes Q ∩ Q x . However, if Y = Z ∪ Zx ∪ Zx′ ∪ Zx′′ (x′, x′′ ∈ NG(Y )) then t permutes Zx′ and
Zx
′′
and therefore permutes CQ x′ (Y ) and CQ x′′ (Y ). In particular, t does not centralize CW /(Q ∩Q x)(t).
Furthermore, |CQ ∩Q x(t)|  32 and so |CW (t)| < 34 which is a contradiction. So Y  N1 ∪ N2 and
using Lemma 4.2 we see that no involution in CG(Z) centralizes Y . Thus W = CG(Y ) and for i = 1,2,
3Z ∩ Ni = Z#.
(iii) We may now observe that, in the case that CG(Z) = X , we have that no involution in CG (Z)
normalizes Y and so NG(Y )/CG (Y ) = L/W ∼= SL2(3). If however CG(Z) > X , we have that tw inverts
Y /Z and so NG(Y )/CG (Y ) = 〈L, tw〉/W ∼= GL2(3).
(iv) We have already seen that Y and CG(Y )/(Q ∩ Q x) are natural L/W -modules and in the case
that CG(Z) > X , tw centralizes Z and inverts Y /Z . It therefore follows in either case that Y and
CG (Y )/(Q ∩ Q x) are natural NG(Y )/CG (Y )-modules.
(v) Clearly Y  Z(CG(Y )) so suppose Y < Z(CG(Y )) then Z(CG(Y )) has index at most nine
in CG(Y ). Since CQ (Y ) is non-abelian and contained in CG(Y ), CG(Y ) is non-abelian. Therefore
[CG(Y ) : Z(CG(Y ))] = 9. Notice that Z(CG(Y )) = Q ∩ Q x otherwise CQ (Y ) is abelian. So we have that
(Q ∩ Q x)Z(CG(Y ))/(Q ∩ Q x) is a proper and non-trivial NG(Y )/CG (Y ) invariant subgroup of the nat-
ural NG(Y )/CG (Y )-module, CG(Y )/(Q ∩ Q x). This is a contradiction. Thus Y = Z(CG(Y )).
Finally, since CG (Y )/(Q ∩ Q x) is a natural NG(Y )/CG (Y )-module and since CQ (Y ) has exponent
three, it follows immediately that CG(Y ) has exponent three. 
Since CG(Y )  X is a 3-group, we, if necessary, alter our choice of S ∈ Syl3(CG(Z)) such that
CG (Y ) S . Now we let s be an involution such that CG(Y )s ∈ Z(NG(Y )/CG (Y )) then s inverts Y and
so s ∈ NG(Z). We may choose s such that s, t (and if applicable w also) are in a Sylow 2-subgroup
of NG(Z). Since s normalizes X = O 2(CG (Z))), it is clear that [s, t] = 1.
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[CG(Y ), s].
Lemma 4.4. The following hold.
(i) Q ∩ Q x = Y CCG (Y )(s) and |CCG (Y )(s)| = 3.
(ii) J is an elementary abelian subgroup of CG(Y ) of order 34 that is inverted by s and Z(S/Z) = (Q ∩ J )/Z .
(iii) For i ∈ {1,2}, | J ∩ Ni | = 9.
(iv) J = J (S) = J (CG(Y )) and Y  S ′ = Q ∩ J .
Proof. Deﬁne a group Z2 such that Z  Z2  Q with Z2/Z = Z(S/Z). Since N1/Z and N2/Z are
S/Q -invariant, Z2 ∩ Ni > Z for i = 1,2 and in particular, |Z2|  27. Now suppose Z2  CG(Y ).
Then S = Z2CG (Y ) ∈ Syl3(G). Since Z2/Z = Z(S/Z), [S, Z2]  Z and so [CG(Y ), Z2]  Z  Q ∩ Q x .
Therefore [CG(Y )/(Q ∩ Q x), Z2] = 1, however this implies that S/CG(Y ) acts trivially on the nat-
ural NG(Y )/CG (Y )-module CG (Y )/(Q ∩ Q x) which is a contradiction. So Z2  CG (Y ) ∩ Q . Suppose
Q ∩ Q x  Z2. Then Zx = [CQ x(Y ), Q ∩ Q x]  [CQ x(Y ), Z2]  Z which is a contradiction. Therefore
|Z2| = 27 and Z2 = Q ∩ Q x . Furthermore Y  S and so Y /Z is central in S/Z . Therefore Y  Z2 and
since Y is central in Z2  CG(Y ), Z2 is abelian.
Now Z = CQ (Y )′  CG(Y )′ and Zx = CQ x(Y )′  CG(Y )′ and so Y  CG(Y )′ . Moreover, we have just
observed that Z2 = Q ∩ Q x and so Q ∩ Q x and Z2 are distinct normal subgroups of CG(Y ) both of
index nine. Thus Y  CG(Y )′  Q ∩ Q x ∩ Z2. It follows from the group orders that Y = CG(Y )′ =
Q ∩ Q x ∩ Z2. So CG(Y )/Y is abelian and by coprime action on an abelian group, CG (Y )/Y =
CCG (Y )/Y (s) × [CG(Y )/Y , s]. By Lemma 4.3(iv), Y and CG(Y )/(Q ∩ Q x) are natural NG(Y )/CG (Y )-
modules. Therefore s inverts Y and CG(Y )/(Q ∩Q x). It follows from coprime action that |CCG (Y )(s)|=3
and that CCG (Y )(s)  Q ∩ Q x with Q ∩ Q x = Y CCG (Y )(s) which proves (i). In particular, notice that|[CG(Y )/Y , s]| = 9.
Recall that we have deﬁned J := [CG(Y ), s]. Now Y is inverted by s and so Y = [Y , s] J . We also
have that |[CG(Y )/Y , s]| = 9 and by coprime action we see, [CG(Y )/Y , s] = Y [CG(Y ), s]/Y = Y J/Y ∼=
J/( J ∩ Y ) = J/Y . This implies that J has order 34 and furthermore we have that 1 = J ∩ CCG (Y )(s).
This implies that s acts ﬁxed-point-freely on J and so J is abelian and inverted by s. By Lemma 4.3,
CG(Y ) > J has exponent three and therefore J is elementary abelian. Now Z2 is a characteristic
subgroup of S and so is normalized by s. Moreover Y  Z2. If CZ2 (s) = 1 then Z2 = Y CCG (Y )(s) =
Q ∩ Q x which is a contradiction. Thus Z2 = J ∩ Q which completes the proof of (ii).
(iii) Observe that for i = 1,2, Ni = Z2 since Y  Ni . Thus |Ni ∩ Z2| = 9 and since Z2 = Q ∩ J , we
have that |Ni ∩ J | = 9.
(iv) Suppose there was another abelian subgroup of CG (Y ) of order 34, J0 say. Then | J ∩ J0| = 33
and J ∩ J0 is central in CG(Y ). This contradicts Lemma 4.3 which says that Z(CG(Y )) = Y . It follows
therefore that J (CG(Y )) = J . Clearly 34 is the largest possible order of an abelian subgroup of S
(else Q would contain abelian subgroups of order 34). So suppose J1 is an abelian subgroup of S
of order 34 distinct from J . Then J1  CG(Y ) and J1  Q . Therefore, S/Z contains three distinct
abelian subgroups Q /Z , J/Z and J1/Z . We must have that S = Q J = Q J1. Hence, (Q /Z) ∩ ( J/Z)
and (Q /Z) ∩ ( J1/Z) both have order nine and are both central in S/Z . We must have that Q /Z ∩
J/Z = Q /Z ∩ J1/Z = Z2/Z . Thus Y  Z2  J1 and so J1  CS (Y ) which we have seen is not possible.
Thus J = J (S). In particular, J is a normal subgroup of S of index nine and so Y = CG (Y )′  S ′ 
Q ∩ J . Suppose S ′ = Y . Then [N1, S] N1 ∩ Y = Z . Therefore N1/Z  Z(S/Z) which contradicts (iii).
Thus Y < S ′ = Q ∩ J . 
Set A := N2 ∩ J . In the following lemma we see that A  CG(Z). Note that elements in A \ Z play
an important role in our proof of Theorem 1.2.
Lemma 4.5.
(i) We have that CG(Z) NG(A) NG(Z). Furthermore CG(A) X and [X : CG(A)] = 3.
(ii) J = C J (t) × [ J , t] where C J (t) has order 33 and 3 ∼= [ J , t] = [Y , t] = Z .
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ﬁxed-point-freely), it contains a trivial X-submodule. This trivial submodule has order three and is
necessarily contained in Z(S/Z) = (Q ∩ J )/Z by Lemma 4.4(ii). Since A = N2 ∩ J has order nine, we
have that A/Z is this trivial submodule and so A CG(Z). By Lemma 4.3(ii), the only subgroup of A
which is conjugate to Z is Z itself. Thus NG(A)  NG(Z). However A  CQ (t) ∼= 31+2+ so CX (A) has
index at least three in X . Let T ∼= Q 8 be a Sylow 2-subgroup of X then T acts trivially on A/Z and
therefore acts trivially on A. Thus CX (A) has index exactly three in X . If CG(Z) = X then we clearly
have CG(A) X . Suppose CG(Z) > X . Then a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(Z) does not centralize A since
A/Z is inverted by Q w . Thus CG(A) X and in either case we have [X : CG (A)] = 3.
(ii) By Lemma 4.2(ii), |CS (t)| = 34. Since Q ∩ J = Ni for i = 1,2 by Lemma 4.4(ii), it follows that t
neither centralizes nor inverts Q /(Q ∩ J ) ∼= Q J/ J = S/ J . Thus |CS/ J (t)| = 3 and so using coprime ac-
tion we see that |C J (t)| = 33. Now since J is abelian, J = C J (t)×[ J , t] and as t does not normalize Y
(by Lemma 4.3(ii)), we have that [ J , t] = [Y , t] has order three. 
Lemma 4.6. No non-trivial 3′-subgroup of G is normalized by Y .
Proof. Let N  G be a group of order prime to 3 which is normalized by Y . By coprime action
N = 〈CN (y) | y ∈ Y #〉. Recall that Y # ⊆ 3Z . Now for each y ∈ Y #, Y  O 3(CG (y)). Therefore, CN (y)
normalizes O 3(CG(y)) and so as Y normalizes N we have that [Y ,CN (y)] N ∩ O 3(CG (y)) = 1. Thus
[N, Y ] = 1. By Lemma 4.3(i), CG(Y ) is a 3-group. Hence N = 1. 
Lemma 4.7.
(i) If CG(Z) = X then NG(S) = S〈s, t〉 has order 3622 .
(ii) If CG(Z) > X then NG(S) = S〈s, t,w〉 has order 3623 (where 〈s, t,w〉 ∼= 23), |C J (tw)| = 32 and
|C J (w)| = 33 .
Proof. By hypothesis we have that CG(Z)/Q ∼= SL2(3) or 2 × SL2(3). Since the involution s in-
verts Z , it is clear that [NG(Z) : CG(Z)] = 2 and so |NG(S)| = 3622 or |NG(S)| = 3623 respectively.
Furthermore s normalizes CG(Y ) and therefore normalizes 〈Q ,CG(Y )〉 = S . Therefore we have that if
CG (Z)/Q ∼= SL2(3) then NG(S) = S〈s, t〉 and if CG(Z)/Q ∼= SL2(3) × 2 then Q w normalizes S/Q and
so NG(S) = S〈s, t,w〉 where, by our choice of t, s,w , we have that 〈s, t,w〉 is a 2-group. Moreover
〈s, t,w〉 is a 2-subgroup of NG( J (S)) = NG( J ). Since s inverts J , CG ( J )s is central in NG( J )/CG ( J ).
Hence [s, t], [s,w] ∈ CG( J ) CG (Y ) which is a 3-group. Therefore [s, t] = [s,w] = 1. Furthermore, t is
central in 〈s, t,w〉 since Q t is central in NG(Z)/Q . Therefore 〈s, t,w〉 is elementary abelian.
Now consider CS (tw) and CS (w). Of course, both involutions commute with S/Q . Now, we have
seen that tw acts ﬁxed-point-freely on Q /Z and centralizes S/Q . So by coprime action |CS (w)| = 32.
Moreover w inverts Q /(Q ∩ J ) ∼= Q J/ J = S/ J . Thus |C J (w)| = 32. We have also seen that CQ (w) =
N1 and [Q ,w] = N2 and so |CS (w)| = 34. Since |Ni ∩ Q ∩ J | = 9, w neither centralizes nor inverts
Q /(Q ∩ J ). Thus CQ J/ J (w)| = |CQ /(Q ∩ J )(w)| = 3. Hence |C J (w)| = 33. 
We intend to count conjugacy classes of elements of order three in S . For this we need some
notation. Recall that A = J ∩ N2. Recall also that by Lemma 4.4(i), 3 ∼= CQ ∩Q x(s). We ﬁx the following
elements of order three. Let a ∈ A \ Z (if CG(Z) > X we choose a such that aw = a−1 since N2 =
[N2,w]), b ∈ [Y , t]#, c ∈ N2 \ A and d ∈ CQ ∩Q x(s)#. Recall that we already chose z ∈ Z# and set
3Z = zG ∪ (z−1)G . We further deﬁne the following sets of elements of order three in G .
(i) 3A = aG ∪ (a−1)G ;
(ii) 3B = bG ∪ (b−1)G ;
(iii) 3C = cG ∪ (c−1)G ;
(iv) 3D = dG ∪ (d−1)G .
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conjugacy classes. We will later observe that G has a proper non-trivial normal subgroup and in fact
the classes 3Z , 3A and 3B are the 3-conjugacy classes in that normal subgroup.
Lemma 4.8. 3A, 3B, 3C , 3D and 3Z are distinct sets. Furthermore, NX (〈d〉) = CX (d) = CQ (d) ∈ Syl3(CG (d))
and 3D has empty intersection with CQ (a) ∪ J .
Proof. Notice that for any g ∈ Q \ Z , Z(CQ (g)) = 〈Z , g〉. Since Z(S/Z)) = ( J ∩ Q )/Z , any element of
order three in X \ Q , commutes with a subgroup of Q of order at most 27. Therefore, if there exists
an element of order three h ∈ CX (g) \ Q then [h,CQ (g)] = 1. Thus 〈Z , g〉 is the centre of a Sylow
3-subgroup of CX (g). Suppose that g /∈ 3Z then 〈g, Z〉 ∩ 3Z ⊂ Z and so it follows that X contains
a Sylow 3-subgroup of CG(g) and for any k ∈ Q \ Z , g and k are conjugate if and only if they are
already conjugate in NG(Z). It follows therefore that 3A, 3B, 3C and 3Z are all pairwise distinct.
Since d ∈ CQ ∩Q x(s), [Y ,d] = 1. Notice that d /∈ J as J is inverted by s. Suppose |C J (d)| 33. Then
〈d〉C J (d) would be an elementary abelian subgroup of S of order at least 34 which contradicts that
J = J (S). Thus C J (d) = Y . In particular, [A,d] = 1 so 3D ∩ CQ (a) = ∅. Now suppose that CX (d) has
a Sylow 3-subgroup of order 35. Since A  X , we have that A is contained in the derived subgroup
of every Sylow 3-subgroup of X . However this implies that A  CX (d) which is a contradiction. Thus
CQ (d) ∈ Syl3(CX (d)). As before, 3D is not equal to 3A, 3B or 3C else elements would be fused
in NG(Z). So suppose that d ∈ 3Z then we could repeat earlier arguments to see that 35 | |CX (d)|
just as 35 | |CX (Y )|. Hence 3D = 3Z . Thus CQ (d) ∈ Syl3(CG (d)). In particular, d commutes with no
elementary abelian subgroup of order 34 and so no conjugate of d lies in J . Finally, since d is not
conjugate to a, b or c it is clear that d /∈ N1 ∪ N2 and so no involution in X centralizes or inverts d.
Hence NX (〈d〉) = CX (d) = CQ (d) ∈ Syl3(CG(d)). 
Recall that Q ∩ J = S ′ is an elementary abelian subgroup of Q of order 33.
Lemma 4.9. (S ′)# ⊂ 3A ∪ 3Z ∪ 3B and |S ′ ∩ 3Z| = 14. Furthermore, NG(Z) ∩ NG( J ) = NG(S), CG(S ′) =
CG( J ) = J and NG(S ′) = NG(S).
Proof. We have that 3A, 3Z and 3B are distinct sets. Since a,b ∈ J and s inverts J , |a〈Q ,s〉| =
|b〈Q ,s〉| = 6. Therefore |S ′ ∩ (3A ∪ 3B)|  12. Moreover, since Y is not normalized by t but S ′ is,
S ′ = Y Y t = Y [Y , t]. Thus S ′ ∩ 3Z ⊆ Y ∪ Y t and |S ′ ∩ 3Z| = 14. Furthermore, NG(S ′) normalizes Y ∪ Y t
and thus Y ∩ Y t = Z . So NG(S ′) NG(Z).
Recall that Z = Z(S) and J = J (S), therefore NG(S)  NG(Z) ∩ NG( J ). However NG(Z) ∩ NG( J )
normalizes J Q = S . Therefore NG(S) = NG(Z) ∩ NG(S). Since J is abelian, J  CG ( J )  CG(S ′) 
CG(Y ) and since Z(CG(Y )) = Y , J = CG( J ) = CG (S ′). In particular this implies that NG(S ′) NG(Z) ∩
NG( J ) = NG(S). 
Lemma 4.10. We have that J# ⊂ 3A ∪ 3Z ∪ 3B with | J ∩ 3Z| = 32. In particular, if CG(Z) = X, then
|NG( J )| = 3626 and if CG (Z) > X, then |NG( J )| = 3627 .
Proof. By Lemma 4.4, J/Y is a natural NG(Y )/CG (Y )-module. Since Y < S ′ < J , there are four NG(Y )-
conjugates of S ′ in J which intersect at Y and every element of J lies in at least one such conjugate.
By Lemma 4.9, S ′# ⊂ 3A ∪3Z ∪3B and hence J# ⊂ 3A ∪3Z ∪3B. Also by Lemma 4.9, |S ′ ∩3Z| = 14.
Therefore the four NG(Y )-conjugates of S ′ allow us to see that 8 + 6 + 6 + 6 + 6 = 32 elements of
J# are in 3Z and the remaining 12 + 12 + 12 + 12 = 48 elements are in 3A ∪ 3B. By Lemma 4.8,
these remaining elements are not conjugate to z. Thus | J ∩ 3Z| = 32. By Lemma 2.1, elements in J
are conjugate if and only if they are conjugate in NG( J ). Hence [NG( J ) : NG( J ) ∩ CG (Z)] = 32.
Now by Lemma 4.9, NG(Z) ∩ NG( J ) = NG(S). Moreover, by Lemma 4.7, if CG(Z)/Q ∼= SL2(3) then
|NG(S)| = 3622 and if CG(Z)/Q ∼= SL2(3) × 2 then |NG(S)| = 3623. Hence we have |NG( J )| = 3626 or
|NG( J )| = 3627 respectively. 
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Proof. Since A  X , we have that A/Z is centralized by X . Suppose that z is conjugate to z2 in CG(a).
Then A/Z is central in X〈s〉 = NG(Z). This is clearly a contradiction since s inverts A/Z . 
In the proof of the following lemma we gather the required hypotheses and then apply a theorem
due to Prince (Theorem 2.5) to determine the structure of CG (a). Recall that a ∈ A \ Z and A  CG(Z).
Lemma 4.12.We have that NG( J ) ∩ CG (a)  NG(Z) and the following hold.
(i) If CG(Z) = X then CG(〈a〉) ∼= 3× PΩ−6 (2) and NG(〈a〉) is isomorphic to Sym(3)uprise SO−6 (2).
(ii) If CG(Z) > X then either CG(〈a〉) ∼= 3 × SO−6 (2) and NG(〈a〉) ∼= Sym(3) × SO−6 (2) or CG (〈a〉) ∼=
3× SO7(2) and NG(〈a〉) ∼= Sym(3) × SO7(2).
In either case | J ∩ 3A| = 24.
Proof. Let Ca = CG (a) and Ca = Ca/〈a〉. By Lemma 4.8, 〈a〉 is not conjugate to Z so is not central in
a Sylow 3-subgroup. It is clear from Lemma 4.5 that |CS (a)| = 35 and so CS (a) ∈ Syl3(Ca). Observe that
〈a〉z ∩ 3Z = {z} by Lemma 4.3(ii). We hence see that if g ∈ Ca and g centralizes z, then g centralizes
〈a, z〉 = A. Therefore CCa (z) = CG (A).
Now CG(A) X = CG(A)Q so we calculate using an isomorphism theorem that
SL2(3) ∼= X/Q = CG(A)Q /Q ∼= CG(A)/CQ (A).
Furthermore CQ (A) = N1〈a〉 and so
31+2+ ∼= N1 ∼= N1/
(
N1 ∩ 〈a〉
)∼= N1〈a〉/〈a〉 = CQ (A)/〈a〉.
So we have that CCa (z) = CG(A) has shape 31+2+ .SL2(3). Suppose that J normalizes a 3′-subgroup N
of Ca . Then Y normalizes N and so N is trivial by Lemma 4.6. Therefore J (which is an elementary
abelian subgroup of CCa (z) of order 27) normalizes no non-trivial 3
′-subgroup of Ca .
Suppose NCa ( J ) NG(Z). We have [NG( J ) : NNG (Z)( J )] = 16 as J contains 16 conjugates of Z and
therefore [NG( J ) : NCa ( J )] is a multiple of 16. Moreover [NG( J ) : NCa ( J )] is a multiple of 3 since〈a〉 is not 3-central in G . Thus [NG( J ) : NCa ( J )]  48 and so J# ⊆ 3A ∪ 3Z . However b ∈ J and by
Lemma 4.8, 3B = 3A. Thus NCa ( J )  NG(Z).
Consider the cosets 〈a〉z and 〈a〉z2. Since 3Z ∩ A = Z#, it follows that 〈a〉z is conjugate to 〈a〉z2
in Ca if and only if z is conjugate to z2 in Ca . If CG(Z) = X then by Lemma 4.11, 〈a〉z is not conjugate
to 〈a〉z2 in Ca . Therefore z is not conjugate to its inverse in Ca . Now we may apply Theorem 2.5 to
say either Ca has a normal subgroup of index three or Ca ∼= PΩ−6 (2). Suppose that Ca has a normal
subgroup of index three, K  a, such that [Ca : K ] = 3. Since N1 is a natural X-module, we have
that CQ (a) = N1〈a〉 is a Sylow 3-subgroup of K and J ∩ K = J ∩ CQ (a) = S ′ . In particular NCa ( J ) 
NCa ( J ∩ K ) = NCa (S ′) NG(Z) by Lemma 4.9 which we have seen is not the case. Thus Ca ∼= PΩ−6 (2).
Now suppose CG(Z) > X then consider the element sw . Recall that we chose a such that aw = a−1.
Clearly s also inverts a and so [sw,a] = 1. Therefore sw ∈ Ca and s inverts Z whilst w centralizes Z .
Hence z is conjugate to its inverse in Ca . Again we apply Theorem 2.5 to Ca . Since Ca = NCa (Z), we
see that Ca ∼= SO−6 (2) or Ca ∼= SO7(2).
In either case of CG (Z) we calculate, using Lemma 4.10, that [NG( J ) : NCG (a)( J )] = 24 and therefore
by Lemma 2.1, | J ∩ 3A| = 24. Moreover, using [3] for example we see that in any case the Schur
Multiplier of Ca has order two. Therefore Ca splits over 〈a〉.
Finally, in the case when CG(Z)/Q ∼= SL2(3) we suppose for a contradiction that NG(〈a〉) ∼=
Sym(3) × PΩ−6 (2). Then an involution, u say inverts a whilst normalizing A and therefore u normal-
izes Z . If u inverts Z then u inverts A which contradicts our assumed structure of NG(〈a〉). Therefore
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NG(〈a〉) now follows since PΩ−6 (2) has automorphism group SO−6 (2) ∼ PΩ−6 (2) : 2. In the case when
Ca is isomorphic to SO
−
6 (2) or SO7(2), we observe that both groups are isomorphic to their automor-
phism groups and so we have NG(〈a〉) ∼= Sym(3) × SO−6 (2) or Sym(3) × SO7(2). 
Recall that b ∈ [Y , t]# = [ J , t]# ⊂ N1 \ Z ⊂ 3B.
Lemma 4.13. If CG(Z) > X then CG(b)/〈b〉 ∼= Sym(9) or CG(b) NG( J ).
Proof. Assume that CG(Z)/Q ∼= SL2(3) × 2 and set Cb := CG(b) and Cb := Cb/〈b〉. Since b ∈ J , we see
that CS (b) = CQ (b) J has order 35 and so CS (b) ∈ Syl3(Cb). Now b ∈ N1 ∼= 31+2+ and N1/Z is a natu-
ral X/Q -module. Therefore no element of order two in X centralizes b and CX (b) = CS (b). However
[N1,w] = 1 and so CCG (Z)(b) = CG(N1 ∩ J ) = CS (b)〈w〉 has order 352. The only conjugate of z in〈b〉z is z itself. This implies that the preimage of any element in CCb (z) centralizes z and b. Hence
CCb (z) = CG (〈b, z〉) which has order 342. The Sylow 3-subgroup of CG(〈b, z〉) is CS (b). Notice that
CS (b)′  J ∩ N2 = A and so CS (b)′  A. Consider the centre of CS (b). We have Z(CS (b))  Z . Sup-
pose this containment were proper. Then CS (b)′  Z(CS (b)). Hence [CS (b)′,CS (b)]  〈b〉 ∩ CS (b)′ 
〈b〉 ∩ A = 1. Therefore CS (b)′ commutes with 〈CS (b),CS (A)〉 = S which implies that CS (b)′ = Z . How-
ever this means that S/Z has two distinct abelian subgroups of index three, Q /Z and CS (b)/Z .
Therefore Q /Z ∩ CS (b)/Z  Z(S/Z) has order at least 33 which contradicts that S ′/Z = CQ /Z (S/Q )
has order nine. Hence Z(CS (b)) = Z .
Now we have that CG (〈b, z〉) has order 342 and a Sylow 3-subgroup with centre of order three.
We have further that J  CG(〈b, z〉) so suppose that [w,CS (b)] = 1. Then [w,CS (b)] = 1. This is
a contradiction since |C J (w)| = 33 by Lemma 4.7. Therefore we may apply Lemma 2.3 to say that
CCb (z)
∼= CSym(9)((1,2,3)(4,5,6)(7,8,9)).
If J normalizes a 3′-subgroup N of Cb . Then Y normalizes N and so N is trivial by Lemma 4.6.
Therefore J normalizes no non-trivial 3′-subgroup of Ca . We may now apply Theorem 2.4 to say that
either Cb  NCb ( J ), in which case Cb  NG( J ), or Cb ∼= Sym(9). 
In the following lemma we use transfer for the ﬁrst time by applying Theorem 2.8 in the case
when CG (Z) = X to see that G has an index three subgroup. Recall that d ∈ CQ ∩Q x(s)# and c ∈ N2 \ A.
We will show that c,d /∈ O 3(G).
Lemma 4.14. If CG(Z) = X, then [G : O 3(G)] = 3 with O 3(G) ∩ S = CS (a) and c,d /∈ O 3(G).
Proof. Assume that CG(Z) = X . By Lemma 4.8, CX (d) = NX (〈d〉) = CQ (d) ∈ Syl3(CG(d)). We count
elements of order three in S . First observe that since PΩ−6 (2) has Sylow 3-subgroups isomorphic
to 3  3, the Sylow 3-subgroup of CS (a) is isomorphic to 3 × (3  3). So CS (a) contains elements of
order nine and moreover every element of order three in CS (a) is in J ∪ CQ (a). Furthermore, by
Lemma 4.8, 3D ∩ ( J ∪ CQ (a)) = ∅ and so no conjugate of d lies in CS (a).
Suppose that d is conjugate to d−1. Then by a Frattini argument we have that d is conjugate to d2
in NNG (〈d〉)(CQ (d)). However, by Lemma 4.8, NX (〈d〉) = CX (d). Thus we have that 3D+ := dG and
3D− := (d−1)G are distinct conjugacy classes in G . Notice that Q /CQ (a) is a trivial X/Q -module and
so CQ (a)d is a normal subset of X and therefore contains 72 X-conjugates of d. Similarly CQ (a)d−1
contains 72 X-conjugates of d−1. So together with N1 \ A (which is a subset of 3C) we have counted
every element in Q \ CQ (a) and X controls all fusion of conjugates of d in Q . Moreover we see that
Q ∩ 3D+ ⊂ CQ (a)d.
Notice that CQ (Y ) \ S ′ is a subset of 3D (since [N1, Y ] = 1 and so 3C ∩ CQ (Y ) = ∅). We have that
|CQ (a)d ∩ CQ (Y )| = |S ′d| = 27 and so we may choose e ∈ 3D+ such that S ′d = S ′e and e /∈ Q ∩ Q x
(since |Q ∩ Q x ∩ 3D| = |(Q ∩ Q x) \ Y | = 18). We have further that J e = Jd. Since e /∈ Q ∩ Q x , no
involution in NG(Y ) centralizes e. Also, CG(Y )/ J is a trivial NG(Y )/CG (Y ) module. Therefore J e = Jd
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of d. So Jd ⊂ 3D+ . Similarly Jd−1 ⊂ 3D− .
So suppose that f ∈ 3D+ such that CS (a)d−1 = CS (a) f . If f ∈ Q then since f is conjugate to d,
CQ (a)d = CQ (a) f ⊂ CS (a)d−1 which is a contradiction. So we have that f /∈ Q and so 3 × 3 ∼=
CQ ( f ) < Q ∩ J = S ′ (by Lemma 4.4). By Sylow’s Theorem, we may choose g ∈ G such that f ∈ Q g
and CS ( f )  CQ g ( f ). Then Z  Q g and so by Lemma 4.1(iii), Z g  CQ ( f ). Thus Z Z g  〈Q , f 〉 = S
and so Z Z g = Y or Y t by Lemma 4.9. Hence f ∈ CG(Y ) or CG(Y t). Since f ∈ 3D+ , we have that
Jd = J f or Jdt = J f respectively. In either case J f ⊂ CS (a)d ∩ CS (a)d−1 which is a contradiction.
We now have that every conjugate of d in S lies in the coset CS (a)d and so we may ap-
ply Theorem 2.8 to see that d /∈ O 3(G). So G has a proper derived subgroup with index a power
of three, O 3(G). Notice that CS (a)  O 3(G) since NG(〈a〉) has no proper normal 3-quotient and
so CS (a)  O 3(NG(〈a〉))  O 3(G). Thus O 3(G) ∩ S = CS (a). Finally, since c /∈ CS (a), we have that
c /∈ O 3(G). 
Lemma 4.15. If CG(Z) > X then CG(a) ∼= 3× SO−6 (2) and CG(b) NG( J ).
Proof. Assume that CG(Z)/Q ∼= SL2(3)×2. By Lemma 4.13, CG(b)/〈b〉 ∼= Sym(9) or CG(b) NG( J ). So
suppose that CG(b) ∼= 3 × Sym(9). Observe that every element of order three in Sym(9) is conjugate
into the Thompson subgroup of a Sylow 3-subgroup of Sym(9) which is elementary abelian of or-
der 27. Recall that b ∈ N1 and c ∈ N2 and [N1,N2] = 1 and so c ∈ CG (b). This implies that there exists
h ∈ CG (b) such that 〈b, c〉h  J . However by Lemma 4.8 and Lemma 4.10, 3C ∩ J = ∅ and so ch is not
in J which is a contradiction. Hence, by Lemma 4.13, CG(b) NG( J ).
Now recall that by Lemma 4.12(ii), CG(〈a〉) ∼= 3 × SO−6 (2) or 3 × SO7(2). So suppose that CG(a) ∼=
3 × SO7(2). By Lemma 2.6(v), there exist three subgroups of J of order nine, J1, J2, J3 say with
a ∈ J i and CG( J i) has a subgroup isomorphic to 3 × 3 × Sym(6) for each 1  i  3. Notice that no
conjugate of z or b commutes with an element of order ﬁve and so we have J#i ⊂ 3A. By Lemma 4.12,| J ∩ 3A| = 24. Since | J1 ∪ J2 ∪ J3| = 21, there exist 18 elements of J ∩ 3A which, together with a
generate J i for some 1 i  3. The remaining conjugates of a in J are therefore in A which implies
that A  CG(a) ∩ NG( J ). By Lemma 4.5, NG(A)  NG(Z) so we have that CG(a) ∩ NG( J )  NG(Z).
However this contradicts Lemma 4.12. Thus CG(a) ∼= 3× SO−6 (2). 
Lemma 4.16. Suppose CG(Z) > X. Then CG(w)/〈w〉 ∼= SO−6 (2) or SO7(2).
Proof. We have that CG(Z)/Q ∼= SL2(3) × 2. Since NG(〈a〉) ∼= Sym(3) × SO−6 (2) we may choose an
element of order two w ′ say such that w ′ inverts a and w ′ ∈ CG (O 3(CG (a))) where O 3(CG (a)) ∼=
SO−6 (2). Hence CG(w ′) has a subgroup isomorphic to SO
−
6 (2). Notice that |N1 ∩ O 3(CG(a))|  9 and
since N1 is extraspecial, Z  N1 ∩ O 3(CG (a)). Therefore w ′ ∈ CG (Z) however Q w ′ = Q t since w ′
inverts a. Since w commutes with N1 ∩ O 3(CG (a)) > Z , we also have Q w ′ = Q wt as wt acts ﬁxed-
point-freely on Q /Z by Lemma 4.2(iii). Hence Q w ′ = Q w and so w ′ is conjugate to w . Therefore
CG (w) also has a subgroup isomorphic to SO
−
6 (2).
Recall that N1 = CQ (w). Since N1 is extraspecial, we have that NCG (w)(N1) NG(Z). By coprime
action and an isomorphism theorem, we have
2× SL2(3) ∼= CCG (Z)/Q (w) = CCG (Z)(w)Q /Q ∼= CCG (Z)(w)/CQ (w)
and so CCG (Z)(w) ∼ 31+2+ .(2 × SL2(3)). Therefore CCG (w)(Z)/〈w〉 ∼ 31+2+ .SL2(3). Suppose that there is
a 3′-subgroup of CG(w) that is normalized by C J (w), N say. By Lemma 4.7(ii), C J (w) has order 27
and by coprime action, N = 〈CN (g)|g ∈ (N1 ∩ J )#〉 since N1 ∩ J  C J (w). Let g ∈ (N1 ∩ J ) \ Z then
g ∈ 3B and CN (g) is normalized by C J (w). By Lemma 4.15, CG(g) NG( J ). Therefore CN (g) normal-
izes J ∩ CG(w) = C J (w). Hence [CN (g),C J (w)] = 1. So N = CN (Z). However the only 3′-subgroup
of CCG (w)(Z) which is normalized by C J (w) is 〈w〉. Thus CG(w)/〈w〉 satisﬁes Theorem 2.5 and so
CG (w)/〈w〉 ∼= SO−6 (2) or SO7(2). 
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We now have suﬃcient information concerning the 3-local structure of G to determine the cen-
tralizer of the involution t . We set H := CG (t), P := CS (t), R := C J (t) and H := H/〈t〉.
Lemma 5.1.
(i) If CG(Z) = X then CH (Z) ∼ 31+2+ .SL2(3).
(ii) If CG(Z) > X then CH (Z) ∼ 31+2+ .(SL2(3) × 2).
(iii) Z(P ) = Z , P ∈ Syl3(H).
(iv) O 2(CH (A)) = O 2(CH (Z)) ∼= Q 8 commutes with CQ (t).
(v) CH (R) = 〈R, t〉.
Proof. By Lemma 4.2(ii), |P | = |CS (t)| = 34. We apply coprime action and an isomorphism theorem
to see that
CCG (Z)/Q (t) = CCG (Z)(t)Q /Q ∼= CCG (Z)(t)/CQ (t).
Since CQ (t) = N2 ∼= 31+2+ and CCG (Z)/Q (t) ∼= SL2(3) or SL2(3) × 2, we have CH (Z) = CCG (Z)(t) ∼
31+2+ .SL2(3) or 31+2+ .(SL2(3) × 2). Recall that c ∈ CQ (t) \ A = CQ (t) \ J therefore c ∈ P \ R . Since
J = J (S) is the maximal abelian subgroup of S , we have that |N1 ∩ J |  |C J (c)|  9. Therefore
C J (c) = N1 ∩ J and so CR(c) = Z . Hence Z(P ) = Z and so NH (P ) NH (Z). It follows that P ∈ Syl3(H).
This proves (i)–(iii).
Now let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of H ∩ X then T ∼= Q 8 then N2/Z = CQ (t)/Z is a direct product
of two trivial T -modules. Hence, [T ,N2] = 1. Since P is non-abelian and CH (CQ (t)) CG(A) X (by
Lemma 4.5(i)), we have that CH (CQ (t)) = Z × T . In particular, T is normal in CH (Z). Now, observe
that [O 2(CH (Z)),CQ (t)] O 2(CH (Z)) ∩ CQ (t) = 1. Hence O 2(CH (Z)) CH (CQ (t)). This implies that
T = O 2(CH (Z)). Moreover, since [T , A] = 1 and T ∈ Syl2(CH (A)), T = O 2(CH (A)). This proves (iv).
Finally, since P is non-abelian, R ∈ Syl3(CH (R)) and so CH (R) has a normal 3-complement, M say.
Clearly M  CH (Z) and is normalized by P . Thus [M,CQ (t)] M ∩ CQ (t) = 1. Hence M  CH (CQ (t))
and so M = 〈t〉 and therefore CH (R) = 〈R, t〉 which completes the proof. 
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that CG(Z) > X. Then t is not conjugate to w in G.
Proof. Assume that CG(Z) > X . By Lemma 5.1, P ∈ Syl3(CG(t)) and Z(P ) = Z . Furthermore, CH (Z) ∩
CG(t) ∼ (31+2+ × Q 8).(3× 2) which in particular contains an element of order four which squares to t .
Suppose t is conjugate to w in G . By Lemmas 4.2 and 4.7, CS (w)  N1C J (w) and |N1C J (w)| = 34
so, since CG(t) has Sylow 3-subgroups of order 34, CS (w) = N1C J (w) ∈ Syl3(CG (w)) and clearly Z 
Z(CS (w)). Thus CG(Z) ∩ CG(w) must contain an element of order four which squares to w . However
this is clearly not the case. Thus w is not conjugate to t in G . 
Recall that Y is a natural NG(Y )/CG (Y )-module and so NG(Y )/CG (Y ) is transitive on Y #. Fix x1,
x2, x3 in L such that Y = Z ∪ Zx1 ∪ Zx2 ∪ Zx3 and set x0 := 1 so that Zx0 = Z . We will now ﬁnd a
conjugate of t in each CG(Zxi ) ∩ H .
Lemma 5.3. For each i ∈ {1,2,3} there exists ti ∈ O 2(CG (Zxi )) such that [ti, t] = 1 and t is conjugate to ti in
NG( J ).
Proof. Recall that t does not normalize Y and so for each i ∈ {1,2,3}, Zxi  R = C J (t). There-
fore, |Axi ∩ R| = 3 and so there exists some 1 = a′ ∈ Axi ∩ R . Since a′ ∈ Axi \ Zxi , a′ ∈ 3A. Thus by
Lemma 4.12 and Lemma 4.15, CG(a′) ∼= 3 × PΩ−6 (2) or 3 × SO−6 (2). By Lemma 2.6, we have further
that CNG ( J )(a
′) ∼ 34.Sym(4) or 34.(Sym(4) × 2) respectively. In either case, we observe that a Sylow
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′) is transitive on the set of Sylow 2-subgroups of CNG ( J )(a′). It follows from
Lemma 4.5 that |CS (A)| = 35 and of course CS (A) normalizes J . Therefore, CSxi (Axi ) normalizes J and
CSxi (A
xi ) ∈ Syl3(CNG ( J )(a′)). Now txi ∈ O 2(CG (Zxi )) and so txi centralizes a′ and normalizes J which
means that txi ∈ CNG ( J )(a′). Thus, there exists g ∈ CSxi (Axi ) such that 〈txi g , t〉 is a 2-group. Set ti := txi g
then ti ∈ O 2(CG (Zxi )). If 〈ti, t〉 is non-abelian then it must be dihedral of order eight. In particular,
J 〈t, ti〉/ J is contained in a subgroup of CNG ( J )(a′)/ J which is isomorphic to Sym(4). However, since|C J (t)| = 33, t /∈ O 2(NG( J )). Therefore t, ti /∈ O 2(CNG ( J )(a′)) so the image of both J t and J ti in Sym(4)
is a transposition. This contradicts that 〈t, ti〉 ∼= Dih(8) and so [t, ti] = 1. Finally, xi ∈ NG(Y )  NG( J )
and g ∈ Sxi  NG( J ). Therefore t is conjugate to ti in NG( J ). 
We set t0 := t and continue notation from Lemma 5.3 by ﬁxing an involution ti in O 2(CG(Zxi ))∩H
satisfying Lemma 5.3 for each i ∈ {0,1,2,3}.
Lemma 5.4. For {i, j} ⊂ {1,2,3}, [ J , ti] R and [ J , ti] = [ J , t j]. Moreover, either [ti, t j] = 1 or the following
hold.
(i) 〈ti, t j〉 ∼= Dih(8); and
(ii) 〈ti, t j〉 acts transitively on subgroups of [ J , ti][ J , t j] of order three.
Proof. By Lemma 4.5(iii), [ J , t0] = [Y , t0]  Q has order three and [Y , t0]# ⊂ 3B. Let {i, j} ⊂
{0,1,2,3} and suppose that [ J , ti] = [ J , t j]. Since Q xi ti is central in CG (Z)xi/Q xi , we have that
[ J , ti]  〈Q xi , ti〉 ∩ J  Q xi ∩ J . Therefore [ J , ti] = [ J , t j]  Q xi ∩ Q x j ∩ J = Q ∩ Q x ∩ J = Y . How-
ever Y # ⊆ 3Z whereas [ J , ti]# ⊆ 3B and by Lemma 4.8, 3Z = 3B. Hence [ J , ti] = [ J , t j]. Now for
i ∈ {1,2,3}, [ti, t0] = 1, and so t0 normalizes [ J , ti]. If t0 inverts [ J , ti] then [ J , t0] = [ J , ti] which we
have just seen is not the case. Therefore [ J , ti, t0] = 1 and so [ J , ti] R .
Now let {i, j} ⊂ {1,2,3} and suppose [ti, t j] = 1. Then D := 〈ti, t j〉 is a non-abelian dihedral group
and D  H ∩ NG( J ). Set V := [ J , ti][ J , t j] then |V | = 9 and V is normalized by D since [V , ti] 
[ J , ti] V . Suppose J ∩ D = 1. Then D ∩ J must be inverted by ti and t j which implies that [ J , ti] ∩
[ J , t j] = 1 which is a contradiction. So suppose that 3 | |D|. Then for some n ∈ Z, g := (tit j)n has
order three and 〈R, g〉 ∈ Syl3(H). Therefore CR(g) = Z(〈R, g〉) is conjugate to Z by Lemma 5.1. Now
1 = CR(ti) ∩ CR(t j)  CR(g) and so we must have that CR(ti) ∩ CR(t j) = CR(g) = Zh for some h ∈
NH ( J ). In particular, 2 × 2 ∼= 〈t, ti〉  CG(Zh). Recall that 〈t,w〉 is a fours subgroup of CG(Z) and so
〈t, ti〉 must be conjugate to 〈t,w〉 in NG( J ). We also have that t is conjugate to ti in NG( J ). Since t is
not conjugate to w (by Lemma 5.2), we must have that t is conjugate to tw by an element of NG( J ).
However this is a contradiction since by Lemma 4.7(ii), |C J (tw)| = 32 < 33 = |C J (t)|. Thus 3  |D|.
Since D  NG( J ) and NG( J ) is a {2,3}-group by Lemma 4.10, we have that D is a 2-group. In
particular, we may apply coprime action to see that V = CV (D) × [V , D]. Suppose that CV (ti) =
CV (t j). Then CV (D) = 1. However, [V , ti], [V , t j] = 1 and so [V , D] = 1 this forces [ J , ti] = [ J , t j]
which is a contradiction. Therefore, CV (ti) = CV (t j) and so V = CV (ti)CV (t j).
Now let r ∈ Z(D) be an involution. Then r ∈ 〈tit j〉. Suppose r centralizes V . Then r centralizes
C J (ti)∩C J (t j) which has order at least 32 and has trivial intersection with V (as CV (ti) = CV (t j)). So r
commutes with J . However by Lemma 4.9, CG( J ) = J . Thus r acts non-trivially on V which implies
that D is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(V ) ∼= GL2(3). Therefore we must have that D ∼= Dih(8) and
so D necessarily acts transitively on the subgroups of V of order three. 
Lemma 5.5. For {i, j} ⊂ {0,1,2,3}, [ti, t j] = 1. In particular, [R, ti, t j] = 1.
Proof. Let {i, j} ⊂ {0,1,2,3} and suppose that [ti, t j] = 1. Then {i, j} ⊂ {1,2,3} and D := 〈ti, t j〉 ∼=
Dih(8) acts transitively on the subgroups of V := [ J , ti][ J , t j] of order three. Since ti is conjugate
to t and [ J , ti]# ⊂ 3B, we have V # ⊂ 3B. Now by Maschke’s Theorem, R is a direct product of V
and a 1-dimensional D-module. Since 1 = CR(ti) ∩ CR(t j), we have that the 1-dimensional module is
trivial. Notice that this module does not equal Z as ti and t j do not centralize Z . Notice also that
[R, tit j] and [R, tit jtit j] must equal V . Since V # ⊂ 3B, we see that tit jtit j does not normalize Z . Thus
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Ati  R and since Zti = Zt j , Ati = At j . However 1 = Ati ∩ At j therefore since |A∩3A| = 6, we see that
|R ∩3A| 6.4− (2.6) = 12. However we now have a contradiction since V # ⊂ 3B, which implies that
|R ∩ 3B| 8 and 12+ 8+ 8> 26 = |R#|. We can therefore conclude that [ti, t j] = 1.
In particular, we have that [R, ti] is normalized by t j and so [R, ti, t j] [R, ti] ∩ [R, t j] = 1. 
Lemma 5.6.
(i) For {i, j} ⊂ {0,1,2,3}, Z ti = Zt j .
(ii) For {i, j} ⊂ {0,1,2,3} there exists ai j ∈ 3A such that Ati ∩ At j = 〈aij〉 and for {k, l} ⊂ {0,1,2,3} 〈aij〉 =
〈a jk〉 if and only if {i, j} = {k, l}.
(iii) |R ∩ 3B| = 6, |R ∩ 3Z| = 8 and |R ∩ 3A| = 12.
(iv) P contains at least four conjugacy classes of elements of order three.
Proof. Recall that t ∈ O 2(CG (Z)) does not normalize Y and so ti ∈ O 2(CG(Zxi )) does not normalize
Y xi = Y = Z Zxi . However ti centralizes Zxi and so does not normalize Z . Therefore Zti = Z for each
i ∈ {1,2,3}.
Let {i, j} ⊂ {1,2,3}. Since [ J , ti]  R , [ J , ti] = [R, ti]. Now we have [R, tit j] = [R, t j][R, ti]t j =
[R, t j][R, ti] as [R, ti, t j] = 1. Since [R, ti] = [ J , ti] = [ J , t j] = [R, t j], [R, tit j] has order nine. Since
tit j is an involution and coprime action gives R = CR(tit j) × [R, tit j], we must have |CR(tit j)| = 3.
Moreover if {i, j,k} = {1,2,3} then ti and t j commute with [R, tk] so we have CR(tit j) = [R, tk]. We
also have that [R, tit j] = [R, t j][R, ti] = CR(tk). Recall that tk is conjugate to t by an element of NG( J )
and so [R, tk] = [ J , tk] is conjugate to [ J , t]. Therefore CR(tit j)# = [R, tk]# ⊂ 3B. In particular, tit j does
not centralize Z . Also since tk does not centralize Z , we have that Z  [R, tit j] = CR(tk) and so tit j
does not invert Z . Therefore Ztit j = Z and so Zti = Zt j for every i = j ∈ {1,2,3}.
We conclude that Zti = Zt j for every i = j ∈ {0,1,2,3} which proves (i). Also this gives us that
|R ∩ 3Z| 8. Since [R, ti] = [R, t j] for {i, j} ⊂ {1,2,3}, we have |R ∩ 3B| 6. Thus |R ∩ 3A| 12.
Recall that A  R and so Ati  R for each i ∈ {0,1,2,3}. Now let {i, j}, {k, l} ⊂ {0,1,2,3}. Since
|R| = 33, we must have |Ati ∩ At j | 3 and since Zti = Zt j , we have Ati ∩ At j = 〈aij〉 for some aij ∈ 3A.
We count conjugates of a in R . Firstly, A contains 6 and At1 contains a further 4. Now At2 can contain
only a further 2 and so A ∩ At2 = At1 ∩ At2 . The same argument gives that At3 intersects each distinct
conjugate at a distinct subgroup of order three. This proves (ii).
Furthermore we get that |R ∩ 3A| = 12 and so |R ∩ 3B| = 6 and |R ∩ 3Z| = 8 which proves (iii).
Finally, for (iv) we apply Lemma 4.8 to see that the sets 3A, 3B, 3C and 3Z are pairwise dis-
tinct. 
Set Bi := [R, ti] and deﬁne
• Ω1 := {βi |βi ∈ B#i , i ∈ {1,2,3}};
• Ω2 := {βiβ j |βi ∈ B#i , β j ∈ B#j , {i, j} ⊂ {1,2,3}}; and
• Ω3 := {β1β2β3|βi ∈ B#i ,1 i  3}.
Lemma 5.7.
(i) R〈t1, t2, t3〉 ∼= Sym(3) × Sym(3) × Sym(3).
(ii) R = B1B2B3 , |〈t1, t2, t3〉| = 8 and t1t2t3 inverts R.
(iii) |Ω1| = 6, |Ω2| = 12 and |Ω3| = 8.
(iv) NH (R) acts transitively on Ω1 ⊂ 3B, Ω2 ⊂ 3A and Ω3 ⊂ 3Z and irreducibly on R.
(v) |NH (R)| = 2434 if CG (Z) = X and |NH (R)| = 2534 otherwise.
Proof. For i ∈ {1,2,3}, we have seen that |CR(ti)| = 9. Moreover if {i, j,k} = {1,2,3} then ti com-
mutes with [R, t j][R, tk] by Lemma 5.5 and so CR(ti) = [R, t j][R, tk]. By coprime action, R = [R, ti] ×
CR(ti) and so, R = [R, ti][R, t j][R, tk] = B1B2B3 and furthermore R = CR(ti)CR(t j)CR(tk). Since each ti
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have order 2 or 4 and so must have order 8. Hence
∏
1i3〈Bi, ti〉 ∼= Sym(3)× Sym(3)× Sym(3). This
proves (i) and (ii).
Part (iii) now follows immediately from R = B1B2B3.
Recall that c ∈ P \ R and CR(c) commutes with 〈R, c〉 = P . Thus CR(c) = Z(P ) = Z . This implies that
〈c〉 permutes the three subgroups B1, B2, B3 transitively. We may assume c : B1 → B2 → B3 (else we
may swap c for c2). So we choose b1 ∈ B#1 and then set b2 := bc1 ∈ B2 and b3 := bc2 ∈ B3. Therefore
bc3 = b1. Now consider the following NH (R)-invariant partition of R# = Ω1 ∪Ω2 ∪Ω3. Since t1 inverts
B1 and centralizes B2 and B3 and since s inverts R , it is clear that 〈c, t1, s〉 acts transitively on Ω2
and Ω3 and that c centralizes b1b2b3 ∈ Ω3. Thus it follows from (iii) and Lemma 5.6(iii) that Ω2 ⊂ 3A
and Ω3 ⊂ 3Z . We also clearly have Ω1 ⊂ 3B. In particular it is clear that NH (R) acts irreducibly on R .
This proves (iv).
Notice that CH (Z) ∩ NH (R)  CH (Z) ∩ NH (P ) since P = RN2 and N2  CH (Z). Also CH (Z) ∩
NH (P )  CH (Z) ∩ NH (R) since R is the unique abelian subgroup of order 27 in P (otherwise
|Z(P )|  9). Since CH (Z) ∼ 31+2+ .SL2(3) or CH (Z) ∼ 31+2+ .(SL2(3) × 2), we have |CH (Z) ∩ NH (R)| =
|CG(Z) ∩ NH (P )| = 342 or 3422 respectively. Since NH (R) acts transitively on Ω3 ⊂ 3Z , we have that
[NH (R) : NH (R) ∩ CG (Z)] = 8. Thus |NH (R)| = 2434 or 2534 respectively. 
Lemma 5.8. Let V  R with [R : V ] = 3. Then V ∩ 3A = ∅.
Proof. Since R = B1B2B3 = Ω1 ∪Ω2 ∪Ω3 ∪{1} we calculate the possible subgroups of R of order nine
to be the following.
(i) 〈βi, β j〉 for {i, j} ⊂ {1,2,3}.
(ii) 〈βiβ j, β jβk〉 for {i, j,k} = {1,2,3}.
(iii) 〈βi, βiβ jβk〉 for {i, j,k} = {1,2,3}.
Therefore every subgroup of order nine contains an element in Ω2 ⊂ 3A. 
Set Ei := O 2(CH (Ati )) for i ∈ {0,1,2,3}, then Ei = O 2(CH (Zti )) ∼= Q 8 by Lemma 5.1. Set E :=
〈E0, E1, E2, E3〉 and K := NH (E).
Lemma 5.9.
(i) for {i, j} ⊂ {0,1,2,3}, [Ei, R] = Ei and Ei E j = O 2(CH (aij)) where aij ∈ Ati ∩ At j (as in Lemma 5.6(ii)).
(ii) E ∼= 21+8+ and NH (R) K .
(iii) If N is any 3′-subgroup of H normalized by R then N  E.
(iv) NH (R) ∩ E = 〈t〉.
Proof. By Lemma 5.1(iii), [E0,CQ (t)] = 1. Since P = CQ (t)R and 〈E0, P 〉 ∼ 31+2+ .SL2(3), we see that
[E0, P ] = 1 and so [E0, R] = 1. It follows that [E0, R] = E0. Hence [E0, R]ti = [Ei, R] = Ei for each
i ∈ {0,1,2,3}. So suppose for some i = j, O 2(CH (A)ti ) = Ei = E j = O 2(CH (A)t j ). Then Ei commutes
with Ati At j . By Lemma 5.6(ii), Ati = At j . So if i = j then Ati At j = R which implies that [Ei, R] = 1
which is a contradiction. Thus for i = j, Ei = E j .
By Lemma 5.6(ii), (Ati ∩ At j )# = 〈aij〉# ⊂ 3A for i = j. Since Ei ∼= E j ∼= Q 8 and Ei = E j , by
Lemma 2.6(ii), [Ei, E j] = 1 and Ei E j = O 2(H ∩ CG(aij)′) ∼= 21+4+ . Since {i, j} ⊂ {0,1,2,3} were arbi-
trary, we have E := E0E1E2E3 ∼= 21+8+ . Furthermore E is normalized by R and since NH (R) acts on
Ω3, NH (R) acts on the set {E0, E1, E2, E3}. Hence NH (R) normalizes E = E0E1E2E3. This proves (i)
and (ii).
Let N be a 3′-subgroup of H normalized by R . It follows from Lemma 5.6(ii) that A = Z ∪ 〈a01〉 ∪
〈a02〉 ∪ 〈a03〉. Hence, by coprime action, N = 〈CN (z),CN (a01),CN (a02),CN (a03)〉. Now CN (z) is a 3′-
subgroup of CH (z) normalized by R and so CN (z)  E0. Fix i ∈ {1,2,3} and set M := CN (a0i). Then
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[M, R] CG(a0i)′ ∼= PΩ−6 (2) and so by Lemma 2.6(ii), [M, R] O 2(H ∩ CG (a0i)′) = E0Ei . Thus M  E .
Of course this argument holds for each i ∈ {1,2,3} and so this proves that N  E . This proves (iii).
Finally observe that [NE(R), R]  E ∩ R = 1 and so NE (R) = CE (R) = 〈t〉 by Lemma 5.1(v) which
proves (iv). 
Recall that H = H/〈t〉 and consider the following sets of elements of order two in E = E0E1E2E3.
• Π1 := {pi | pi ∈ Ei, p2i = t, 0 i  3};
• Π2 := {pi p j | pi ∈ Ei, p j ∈ E j, p2i = p2j = t, {i, j} ⊂ {0,1,2,3}};
• Π3 := {pi p j pk | pi ∈ Ei, p j ∈ E j, pk ∈ Ek, p2i = p2j = p2k = t, {i, j,k} ⊂ {0,1,2,3}};
• Π4 := {p0p1p2p3 | pi ∈ Ei, p2i = t, 0 i  3}.
Note that |Π1| = 12, |Π2| = 54, |Π3| = 108, |Π4| = 81, that Π1 and Π3 consist of the images in E of
elements of order four in E whilst Π2 and Π4 consist of the images in E of non-central elements of
order two in E . Notice also that E# = Π1∪Π2∪Π3∪Π4. Observe that each of the sets Π1,Π2,Π3,Π4
is NH (R)-invariant since the set {E0, E1, E2, E3} is NH (R)-invariant.
We will consider the action of NH (R) K on the sets Π1,Π2,Π3,Π4. Recall from Lemma 5.7(ii)
that 〈t1, t2, t3〉 is elementary abelian of order eight. Deﬁne 2-groups T ‡ and T such that T ‡ :=
E〈t1, t2, t3〉 T ∈ Syl2(ENH (R)).
Lemma 5.10.We have that NH (R) acts transitively on Π1 , Π2 , Π3 and has two orbits on Π4 of orders 27 and
54 with B1, B2, B3 each act ﬁxed-point-freely on E. Moreover, |Z(T ) ∩ E| = 2 and Π K2 = Π2 .
Proof. By Lemma 5.7(iv), NH (R) acts transitively on Ω3 ⊂ 3Z . Therefore NH (R) K acts transitively
on the set {E0, E1, E2, E3}. Moreover [E0, R] = E0 by Lemma 5.9(i) and so R acts transitively on E0#.
Thus NH (R) acts transitively on Π1. Furthermore, for p0 ∈ E0 \ 〈t〉, CR(p0) = R ∩ N2 = A.
Again by Lemma 5.7(iv), we have that NH (R) acts transitively on Ω2 ⊂ 3A and for {i, j} ⊂
{0,1,2,3}, Ei E j = O 2(CG(aij)) (Lemma 5.9(i)). Therefore NH (R)  K acts transitively on the set
{Ei E j |{i, j} ⊂ {0,1,2,3}}. So consider pi p j ∈ Π2. We have that [Ei, R] = Ei = CE (Ati ) and [E j, R] =
E j = CE (At j ) however Ati and At j both normalize Ei E j . Therefore R = Ati At j acts transitively on
Ei E j ∩Π2 and so NH (R) acts transitively on Π2 which has order 54. In particular, if {i, j} ⊂ {0,1,2,3}
and pi ∈ Ei \ 〈t〉 and p j ∈ E j \ 〈t〉, then CR(pi p j) = 〈aij〉.
Recall that c ∈ CQ (t) \ A ⊆ P \ R and since Z(P ) = Z , CR(c) = Z . Hence c permutes the set
{Zt1 , Zt2 , Zt3 } and therefore c permutes {E1, E2, E3}. Pick p1 ∈ E1 \ 〈t〉 then p1pc1pc21 ∈ Π3 and com-
mutes with 〈c〉. Since R preserves each Ei , CR(p1pc1pc21 ) = CR(p1pc1) ∩ CR(pc1pc21 ) ∩ CR(p1pc21 ) =
〈a12〉 ∩ 〈a23〉 ∩ 〈a13〉 = 1 by Lemma 5.6 (ii). Therefore 〈c〉 is a Sylow 3-subgroup of CP (p1pc1pc21 ).
Hence we see that {p1pc1pc21 R} has order 27 and so is equal to the set E1E2E3 ∩ Π3. Since NH (R) is
transitive on {E0, E1, E2, E3}, it is clear that {p1pc1pc21 NH (R)} = Π3.
Consider CE (B1). By Lemma 2.2, if B1 does not act ﬁxed-point-freely on E then CE (B1) is ex-
traspecial and so contains an element of order four. However, we have seen that for p ∈ Π1, CR(p) is
conjugate to A and for q ∈ Π3, CR(q) = 1. Thus B1 acts ﬁxed-point-freely on E and therefore so do
B2 and B3.
Now we continue to consider points ﬁxed by c. We see that c ﬁxes elements in Π4 since for any
p0 ∈ E0 \ 〈t〉, [p0p1pc1pc
2
1 , c] = 1. Therefore, NH (R) does not act transitively on Π4 (as |Π4| = 81). If
we have pi ∈ Ei \ 〈t〉 for i = 0,1,2,3, then since R preserves each Ei , CR(p0p1p2p3) = CR(p0p1) ∩
CR(p2p3) = 〈a01〉 ∩ 〈a23〉 = 1. Hence |{p0p1p2p3NH (R)}| is a multiple of 27 which is strictly less than
81 and so there are either two or three NH (R) orbits on Π4. Recall that we have deﬁned a 2-group
〈t1, t2, t3〉 T ∈ Syl2(ENH (R)) and observe that no element in Π1∪Π2∪Π3 is in Z(T ) since each orbit
has even length under NH (R). Clearly Z(T ) ∩ E = 1 and so we may assume that p0p1p2p3 ∈ Z(T )#
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Suppose not then we have p0p1p2p3 = q0q1q2q3 ∈ Z(T )# (qi ∈ Ei \ 〈t〉 for i = 0,1,2,3). Since t1t2t3
inverts R (Lemma 5.7 (ii)), it ﬁxes the set {E0, E1, E2, E3}. Therefore [p0p1p2p3, t1t2t3] = 1 implies
[p0, t1t2t3] = [p1, t1t2t3] = [p2, t1t2t3] = [p3, t1t2t3] = 1
and similarly for q0q1q2q3. Since q0q1q2q3 = p0p1p2p3, for some 0 i  3, pi = qi and so Ei = 〈pi,qi〉
and furthermore, [Ei, t1t2t3] = 1. We have seen that B1 acts ﬁxed-point-freely on E and therefore
on Ei . Hence Ei = [Ei, B1] and so we have [Ei, t1t2t3, B1] = [Ei, B1, t1t2t3] = 1. Now, by the three
subgroup lemma, 1 = [B1, t1t2t3, Ei] = [B1, Ei] = Ei (since t1t2t3 inverts B1) which is a contradiction.
Thus 〈p0p1p2p3〉 = Z(T ) ∩ E and so there is only one K -orbit of 2-central involutions in E . Hence
Π4 consists of two NH (R)-orbits; one of length 27 containing 2-central involutions and the other of
length 54.
Now we consider possible K orbits on E . Suppose that Π K2 = Π2 then Π K2 contains elements
in Π4. Therefore, Π K2 has length either 54 + 27, 54 + 54 or 54 + 81. In either case, Π K2 has order
a multiple of 27. We have that K has Sylow 3-subgroups of order 81 and elements in Π2 commute
with a conjugate of a. Therefore the centralizers in K of elements in Π K2 have Sylow 3-subgroups of
order three which are in K ∩3A. However we have seen that elements in Π4 commute with elements
of order three in K ∩ 3C which is a contradiction. Thus Π K2 = Π2. 
Lemma 5.11. We have that CK (E) = CK (E) = 〈t〉 and K = ENH (R). In particular, if CG (Z) = X, then |K | =
292334 whereas if CG(Z) > X, then |K | = 292434 .
Proof. If CK (E) is a 3′-group, then by Lemma 5.9(iii), CK (E)  E . So suppose CK (E) ∩ P = 1. Since
CP (E) P , Z = Z(P ) CP (E). This is a contradiction since [Z , E] = 1. Hence CK (E) E and the same
argument applies to CK (E) to give us that CK (E) = CK (E) = 〈t〉. In particular, K/E is isomorphic to a
subgroup of GO+8 (2). Furthermore, Lemma 5.9(iii) also gives us that O 3′ (K ) = E .
Suppose that K is a {2,3}-group then K is soluble. Let E < N < K such that N/E is a minimal
normal subgroup of K/E . Then N is a direct product of cyclic p-subgroups and as O 3′ (K ) = E , we
have that N/E is a 3-group. Since N/E is normal in K/E , we have that Z  N and by Lemma 5.7(iv),
NH (R) acts irreducibly on R and so R  N . It therefore follows that N = ER and so K = ENH (R).
Thus we assume for a contradiction that K is not a {2,3}-group. Since K/E is isomorphic to a
subgroup of GO+8 (2), we have that at least one of 5 and 7 divide |K |. Suppose ﬁrst that 7 | |K | and
let x ∈ K be an element of order seven. By Lemma 5.10, x preserves the set Π2 which has order 54.
Clearly, x must centralize at least ﬁve elements in Π2. By Lemma 2.2, CE (x) and [E, x] are proper
subgroups of E with trivial intersection. Moreover CE (x) and [E, x] are both extraspecial and so have
order an odd power of 2. It therefore follows that |CE (x)| = 22 and |[E, x]| = 26. Thus x does not
centralize ﬁve elements of Π2 which is a contradiction.
So assume now that 5 | |K |. Let x be an element of order ﬁve in K then we argue as before to see
that x centralizes at least four elements of Π2 and so does not act ﬁxed-point-freely on E . Note that
the outer automorphism group of E is isomorphic to GO+8 (2) and the stabilizer of an element in Π2
(an isotropic vector) has shape 26.SL4(2) (see [3]). In particular, 25 does not divide the order of the
stabilizer. Since Π2 is a K -orbit of length 54, we must have that for q ∈ Π2, |CK (q)| is a multiple of 5
but not a multiple of 25. Thus |K | is not a multiple of 25. We again use Lemma 2.2 to see that CE (x)
is extraspecial and so contains elements of order four. This implies that Π1 and Π3 are not fused in
K into an orbit of length 120 and so Π1 and Π3 are K -orbits. Thus K acts on Π1 which has order 12.
Moreover, this action must be imprimitive since any two elements in Π1 either generate Ei for some
i or have product in Π2. Hence K acts on the set {E1, E2, E3, E4}. In particular, the element of order
ﬁve x must at trivially on this set of order four and of course we therefore have [Ei, x] = 1 for each
0 i  3. Hence [E, x] = 1 which is a contradiction. This completes the proof and so K = ENH (R) and
the order of K follows from Lemma 5.7(v) and Lemma 5.9(iv). 
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If CG (Z) = X , then |K | = 292334 and so T = T ‡. Otherwise |K | = 292434 and T > T ‡.
Lemma 5.12. We have that |Z(T )| = 2 and K acts irreducibly on E. Furthermore, if CG(Z) = X, then for
u ∈ Π2 we have that CK (u) O 3(G) and for v ∈ Z(T )# , CK (v) ∩ O 3(G) = T .
Proof. We have from Lemma 5.10 that |Z(T ) ∩ E| = 2. Since K/E acts faithfully on E by Lemma 5.11,
we clearly have that |Z(T )| = 2. Consideration of the orbit lengths in Lemma 5.10 gives us that no
proper and non-trivial subgroup of E can be K -invariant.
So suppose that CG(Z) = X . Then by Lemma 4.14, G has an index three subgroup. By Lemma 5.10,
Π2 is a K -orbit of length 54. Therefore, for any u ∈ Π2 we have that CK (u) has Sylow 3-subgroups of
order 3. However each element of Π2 is clearly centralized by an element of 3A ∩ K ⊂ O 3(G). Thus
CK (u) O 3(G). Finally if v ∈ Z(T )# then v ∈ Π4 lies in an orbit of length 27. We saw in Lemma 5.10
that v is centralized by a conjugate of c in K . It therefore follows from Lemma 4.14 that CK (v) ∩
O 3(G) = T . 
The following lemma will allow us to apply the strongly 2-closed arguments in Lemma 2.9.
Lemma 5.13. Let g ∈ T ‡ \ E then |CE (g)| = 24 .
Proof. Let g ∈ T ‡ \ E and let x ∈ 〈t1, t2, t3〉 such that Eg = Ex. Then for {i, j,k} = {1,2,3}, we have
that x equals Eti , Etit j or Etit jtk and so, in any case, inverts Bi (see Lemma 5.7). By Lemma 5.10,
CE (Bi) = 1 and so by Lemma 2.7, |CE (x)| 24. However |CE (x)| 24 (see [7, 9.1.1] for example) and
so |CE (x)| = 24. 
Lemma 5.14.We have that T ∈ Syl2(G).
Proof. By Lemma 5.1(v), CH (R) = 〈t〉R . Therefore T /E acts faithfully on RE/E and so is isomorphic
to a subgroup of GL3(3). In particular the largest elementary abelian 2-subgroup of T /E has order
23. So suppose t ∈ F  T such that E ∼= F are distinct. Then F E/E is elementary abelian of order at
most 23 and E ∩ F has order at least 25 and is central in E F . We have that E F/E  T and so 1 =
E F/E ∩ T ‡/E otherwise E F T ‡/E would be an abelian subgroup of T /E of order 24. By Lemma 5.13,
|CE (E F ∩ T ‡)|  24. However E F ∩ T ‡ centralizes E ∩ F which has order at least 25. This is a con-
tradiction. In particular, this implies that E is characteristic in T . So let S ∈ Syl2(H) and suppose
T < S . Then T < NS(T ) and NS (T ) normalizes E . Therefore T < NS(T ) NG(E) = K . This is a contra-
diction as T ∈ Syl2(K ). Therefore T ∈ Syl2(H). Now since Z(T ) = 〈t〉, the same argument proves that
T ∈ Syl2(G). 
Recall that when CG(Z) > X we have chosen an involution w as in Lemma 4.2. Furthermore, recall
that in Lemma 4.16 we proved that either CG(w)/〈w〉 ∼= SO−6 (2) or CG(w)/〈w〉 ∼= SO7(2). We are now
able to be more precise.
Lemma 5.15. If CG(Z) > X, then CG(w)/〈w〉 ∼= SO7(2).
Proof. By Lemma 4.7(ii), |C J (w)| = 33 and by Lemma 5.1(v), CH (R) = R〈t〉. Therefore [R,w] = 1 and
|C J (w)∩R| = 9. Hence we may apply Lemma 5.8 to give us that C J (w)∩R contains an element in 3A.
Let a′ ∈ C J (w)∩ R ∩ 3A. Then by Lemma 5.7, a ∈ Ω2 and by Lemma 5.9(i), CE (a′) ∼= 21+4+ . It therefore
follows that t ∈ [CG(a′),CG(a′)] ∼= PΩ−6 (2) and by Lemma 2.6(ii), t is 2-central in [CG(a′),CG (a′)].
By Lemma 5.2, w is not G-conjugate to t . Suppose that w ∈ [CG(a′),CG(a′)] ∼= PΩ−6 (2). Then,
since w commutes with C J (w) ∼= 33, we apply Lemma 2.6 again to see that w is 2-central in
[CG(a′),CG(a′)]. However this would force w to be conjugate to t which is a contradiction.
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Thus CG(w)/〈w〉 contains an element of order three with centralizer 3 × Sym(6). We again ap-
ply Lemma 2.6(iv) to see that CG(w)/〈w〉  SO−6 (2). We can therefore conclude that CG (w)/〈w〉 ∼=
SO7(2). 
Lemma 5.16. Suppose CG(Z) > X. Then w /∈ O 2(G) and we have that CO 2(G)(Z) = X and T ‡ ∈ Syl2(O 2(G)).
Proof. Recall that w normalizes J and centralizes t and therefore normalizes C J (t) = R . Hence
w ∈ NH (R) K . We have that CG(w)/〈w〉 ∼= SO7(2). We assume for a contradiction that w ∈ O 2(G)
and so by Theorem 2.8, we may suppose that there exists g ∈ G such that wg ∈ T ‡ and CT (wg) ∈
Syl2(CG(w
g)) which has order 210.
Suppose ﬁrst that wg ∈ E . Since w is an involution, wg ∈ Π2 ∪ Π4. So wg lies in a K -orbit of
length either 54 or 27. Hence |CT (wg)|  211 which implies that |CT (wg)|  211. Therefore wg /∈ E .
So we have wg ∈ T ‡ \ E . Since |CT (wg)| = 210, |CE (wg)| 26. Therefore |CE (Ewg)| 25. This contra-
dicts Lemma 5.13(i). Thus w /∈ O 2(G). It is now clear that CO 2(G)(Z) = X . Furthermore, since K acts
irreducibly on E (by Lemma 5.12), it follows that E  O 2(G) and since t1, t2, t3 are conjugate to t , we
have that T ‡ = E〈t1, t2, t3〉 O 2(G) and so T ‡ ∈ Syl2(O 2(G)). 
By Lemma 5.16, if CG(Z) > X , then O 2(G) satisﬁes our main hypothesis with CO 2(G)(Z) = X . Thus
for the remainder of this article we assume unless stated otherwise that G is such that CG(Z) = X .
Recall that G therefore has an index three subgroup, O 3(G). We deﬁne, for any B  G , B˜ := O 3(B).
Lemma 5.17.We have that K = H and H˜/E ∼= Sym(3) × Sym(3) × Sym(3).
Proof. Assume that K < H then E  H . Set F := 〈EH 〉 > E . By Lemma 4.14, G = O 3(G) and
S ∩ O 3(G)= CS (A). Therefore P ∩ O 3(G)= R and so O 3(H)< H . Clearly F  O 3(H). By Lemma 5.9(iii),
E is the unique largest 3′-subgroup of H normalized by R and so R ∩ F = 1. Since NH (R) acts
irreducibly on R , this implies R  F . Suppose K ∩ F = ER . Then by Lemma 5.9, NE (R) = 〈t〉 and
NH (R)  K and so NF (R) = R〈t〉 = CF (R). Therefore, by Burnside’s normal p-complement theorem,
F has a normal 3-complement which implies E  H which is a contradiction. So K ∩ F > ER and it
follows that E is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of F . Thus T ∩ F > E . Recall that T = T ‡ = E〈t1, t2, t3〉 where
〈t1, t2, t3〉 is elementary abelian and so Ω(T ∩ F ) = T ∩ F .
Set N := O 2′ (F ). If N is a 3′-subgroup of F then by Lemma 5.9(iii), N  E which implies N = 1. So
suppose R ∩N = 1. Then [R ∩N, E] N ∩ E = 1. However no element of order three in R acts trivially
on E . Thus N = O 2′ (F ) = 1.
By Lemma 5.14, T ∈ Syl2(H) and using Lemma 5.13 we see that if g ∈ T \ E then |CE (g)| = 24.
Therefore we may apply Lemma 2.9 (since 8 =m(E) >m(T /E)+m(CE (g)) = 3+ 4 where m indicates
the 2-rank) to H to say that E is strongly closed in T with respect to H . Hence E is strongly closed in
F ∩ T with respect to F . Now we observe that by a Frattini argument, H = NH (R)F and so F = 〈EH 〉 =
〈ENH (R)F 〉 = 〈E F 〉. Finally we may apply Theorem 2.10 to F = 〈E F 〉 to get that E = O 2(F )Ω(T ∩ F ).
However Ω(T ∩ F )  E and so Ω(T ∩ F )  E . This contradiction proves that K = H .
Since O 3(G) ∩ S = CS (a), O 3(H) ∩ P = CP (a) = R . Therefore O 3(H) = ER〈t1, t2, t3〉. By Lemma 5.7
(i), R〈t1, t2, t3〉 ∼= Sym(3) × Sym(3) × Sym(3). Thus O 3(H)/E ∼= Sym(3) × Sym(3) × Sym(3). 
Lemma 5.18. G˜ has a subgroup G0 ∼= PΩ+8 (2).
Proof. We will apply Theorem 3.1 to G˜ . We have that t ∈ E  G˜ and H˜/E = CG˜(t)/E ∼= Sym(3) ×
Sym(3) × Sym(3) by Lemma 5.17. By Lemma 5.11, CK (E)  E . Since K = H , we have that CG(E) =
CK (E)  E and since E is extraspecial, CG(E) = 〈t〉. We have deﬁned T ∈ Syl2(H) and since
[Z(T ), E] = 1, it follows that Z(T ) = 〈t〉 and so we have that T ∈ Syl2(G˜). By Lemma 5.10, |Z(T )| = 2
and it follows from Lemma 5.12 that no element of order three in H˜ centralizes Z(T ) and so
CH˜/〈t〉(Z(T )) = T . We also have by Lemma 5.13, that for all x ∈ T \ E , |CE (x)| = 24.
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have that bi ∈ 3B and for i = j, bib j ∈ 3A. We have by Lemma 5.10 that CE (Bi) = 〈t〉 and we have
ﬁnally that CG(bib j) ∼= 3 × PΩ−6 (2), NG(〈bib j〉) ∼= 3 uprise Aut(PΩ−6 (2)) and CE (bib j) ∼= 21+4+ . Hence the
hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 is satisﬁed and so G˜ has a subgroup G0 ∼= PΩ+8 (2). 
Recall that we continue to assume that CG(Z) = X .
Lemma 5.19. tG˜ ∩ G0 = tG0
Proof. By Lemma 5.18, G˜ has a subgroup G0 ∼= PΩ+8 (2). In Sections 7 and 8 in [2], it is shown that G0
has ﬁve conjugacy classes of involutions. Therefore G˜ has at most ﬁve conjugacy classes of involutions.
We will show that G˜ in fact has ﬁve conjugacy classes of involutions to conclude that tG˜ ∩ G0 = tG0 .
Suppose that for some g ∈ G , r := t g ∈ E \ 〈t〉. We have that E ∩ Eg is elementary abelian and so
has order at most 25. Also, |CE (r)| = 28. Therefore, EgCE (r)/Eg is elementary abelian and necessarily
has order 23. Thus |E ∩ Eg | = 25 and in particular, t ∈ Eg . Hence ECEg (t) ∈ Syl2(H) and 211 | |CH (r)|.
Now recall Lemma 5.10. Since H = K = ENH (R), we may apply this lemma to see that there are three
H-orbits of involutions in E \ 〈t〉 and the lengths of the orbits prove that only one of the orbits can
possibly contain 2-central involutions. Hence there are two H-orbits of non-2-central involutions in E .
Let u ∈ E be such an involution. Then CE (u) has centre 〈t,u〉. So let Su ∈ Syl2(CH˜ (u)) then Z(Su)〈t,u〉. If Z(Su) > 〈t,u〉 then |CE (Z(Su))| 27 which contradicts Lemma 5.13. Thus Z(Su) = 〈t,u〉. Since
u,ut are not in tG˜ , NG˜(Su) H˜ . Thus Su ∈ Syl2(CG˜(u)). Moreover, if v ∈ E with v /∈ tG˜ then it follows
that u is G˜-conjugate to v if and only if u is H˜-conjugate to v .
Continue to suppose that u ∈ E is not 2-central and recall Lemma 5.10. We have that u ∈ Π2 ∪Π4.
If {uH } = {uH˜ }, then CH (u) contains an element of order three in H \ H˜ . By Lemma 5.12, any element
x ∈ Π2 satisﬁes CH (x) O 3(G). Hence if u ∈ Π2 then {uH } = {uH˜ }. We may conclude that E contains
at least four non-2-central G˜-conjugacy classes of involutions therefore G˜ has ﬁve conjugacy classes
of involutions. 
Lemma 5.20. G0 = G˜ .
Proof. Assume G0 < G˜ . Let G0 < M  G˜ such that G0 is maximal in M . Since tG˜ ∩G0 = tG0 , we clearly
have tM ∩ G0 = tG0 . We apply Theorem 2.12 to M to see that there exists n ∈ N such that M ∼= Alt(n)
or Sym(n). We have that M has Sylow 2-subgroups of order 212 and there is no such alternating or
symmetric group. Hence G0 = G˜ . 
Under our assumption that CG(Z) = X , we now have that O 3(G) ∼= PΩ+8 (2) and so G is a subgroup
of Aut(G0) ∼ PΩ+8 (2).Sym(3) of shape PΩ+8 (2).3. Returning ﬁnally to the case when CG(Z) > X we
have that O 2(G) ∼= PΩ+8 (2).3 and it follows that G ∼= Aut(G0). This completes the proof of Theo-
rem 1.2.
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